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Students Speak Out On Voting
Students Work to Raise Student Voter Turn-out In Sept. Election
DAVID PIETROCOLA
NEWS WRITER
With five weeks remaining
until the presidential election,
Trinity students, Greek organiza-
tions, and even President Jimmy
Jones, Jr., are working hard to
create an increase in college-aged
turnout.
In the 2000 election, approxi-
mately 15 million 18 to 24-year-
olds nationwide failed to make it
to the polls.
"Voting is a privilege of
democracy, and each vote is
important," _ said Jonesjn a Sept.
20 e-mail to all students. "I
encourage you to register if you
have not and to exercise your
right to make your voice heard."
Greek organizations, as well
as the College Democrats and
Republicans, are alternating voter
registration drives each week in
central locations like Mather Hall
and the Bistro to locally register
, 4 .
Possible Date Rape
Drug Use at Trinity
V-1,
Abigail Moldover
College Republican chalkings across campus were defaced.
individuals before Connecticut's
Oct. 19 deadline. If a student is
already registered in his or her
home state, he or she is also pro-
vided information on absentee
voting procedures and deadlines.
"We really think it is neces-
sary for our students to get politi-
cally active and look beyond the
bubble that is Trinity," said Emily
Maletta '05, who is organizing
Kappa's voter registration drives.
Aside from registration
drives, major campus organiza-
tions have planned various events
and regularly blanket the campus
see TRINITY on page 8
SARAH SPIEGEL
NEWS WRITER
According to Campus Safety
Reports, there have been five
incidents reported regarding the
use of date rape drugs on or near
the Trinity campus. Because it is
simple to administer such drugs
without detection, there has been
no way to track who administered
the drugs or where they came
from. Reports made included
people who were on and off cam-
pus, but the exact locations
remain uncertain.
None of the victims were test-
ed for the drugs, causing the exact
identity of the drugs given to the
victims to remain unknown,
according to Dean of Students
Frederick Alford. Additionally,
details such as names are being
kept confidential because of pri-
vacy and legal issues.
Three common date rape
drugs are Rohypnol, Gamma
Hydroxy Butyrate and Ketamine
Hydrochloride. All three are
imperceptible to the eye once
placed in a drink, and take about
10 to 20 minutes to take effect
after ingestion. The individual
who ingests the drug will experi-
ence a range of side effects that
can include dizziness, impairment
of memory, confusion and some-
times hallucination, as well as
delayed reaction time.
"The problem with sneaky
offenses like theft, lying, anony-
mous threats or slipping someone
a drug are twofold," said Alford.
"There is the harm the act does
and then there is the destruction
of trust in the community. When
no one knows who committed the
act, we begin to suspect every-
one."




It was an energetic Saturday
aigiit of popped collars and-
p-unk shirts when the Dropkick
Mnrphys took the Life Science
C enter quad by storm at the Fall
CoHvCit.
The band, a punk rock outfit
composed of Boston locals;
took the stage just after 11, fol-
lowing the Sox's 12-5 win
against-the Yankees. After
opeaing acts DJ JS1 and local
band Renata, the Dropkick
Merphys took'the stage.
l i e slightly odJ diouv. of h.
punk band as Trinity's i':i!i fon
cert didnotgounnoliv-cd. Punk
bands are generally not ilv first
tMug thai comes K> mind when
zv£ tfciri:: ..:v Trinilv.
Chuck Pratt
Dropkick Murphys revved up Trinity's Fall Concert with a high-energy show on LSC quad.
this was not the first Dropkick Spring Weekend. pants were fewer and gentler than
Murphys concert on Trinity's While a fully functional (or those at the average punk show,
campus. In 2002, they also dysfunctional) mosh pit formed in Fewer and gentler may, in fact be
played the Friday night show of the center of the crowd, paitici- a good descriptor for the entire
•audience. While turnout was. bv
Trinity standards, quite good, it
did not meet the typical turnout
of a Dropkick Murphys concert.
Said Emma Bayer '07. "I've
only seen them in Boston
before, so there everyone knows
the words, has their flags oat,
crowd surfing and all ... you
wouldn't be able to get that
cio.se to the stage at any other
Dropkick show without braving
a much crazier mash pit."
The evening began at 7 p.m.
with the televising of the Sox-
Yankees game on the LSC quad.
A15 foot screen had been erect-
ed to show the game to fans of
both teams. Charlotte Croog
'07, a member of the Trinity
see BOSTON on page 16
»arke Has High Hopes for Hillel
STEFANIE LOPEZ-BOY
STAFF WRITER
After a 10-day sojourn
through Israel last December
Julie Sarke, the current Hillel
Fellow, decided it might be time
to start looking for a job. A grad-
uate from Brandeis University
with a bachelor's degree in
Politics and a minor in
Anthropology, Sarke was
extremely involved with social
programming both inside and out-
side of Hillel.
The Hillel coordinator from
Brandeis suggested the Jewish
Campus Service Corp.
Fellowship, of which she is cur-
rently a part. The Fellowship is
Abigail Moldover
Hrllel FelJow Julie Sarke aims
to make Hiilel 'user friendly/
overseen by the International
Center in Washington, D.C.
Sarke says, "They take recent
graduates who were involved hi
Jewish life, program planning,
and student leadership." She
focuses on three main areas of
student life: social programming,
community service, and first-year
student involvement. Right now,
she is most concerned with fresh-
men involvement with the First-
Year Students of Hillel.
Sarke says, "We try and make
it as user friendly as possible to
anyone who comes in who does
not know anything about
Judaism." To Sarke's surprise,
many of the freshmen students
that come bring roommates of
non-Jewish origin with whom
they have struck a deal: If you go
see JULIE on page 14
I N S I D E
Take a look at an amaz-
ing photo exhibit at
Real Artways on
Trinidad and the cul-
ture of the steel drum
in Arts on page 15.
Check out a student's reaction to
MTVs Rock the Vote campaign
on page 3.
Hungry? Get involved with
Trinity's only Food Club, Tres
Gourmet on page 11.
Read about how some student
organizations missed their
chance for more funds on page 6.
Find out which Sundance Grand
Jury Prize winner is coming to
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At the beginning of my first-year orientation we were divided into groups by dorm and
informed of the very real danger of rape on campus. Male and female students sat together in
a room and heard the story of a young woman at Trinity who was raped by a fellow Trinity stu-
dent. That letter informed us that the perpetrator of the crime was "separated" from campus
until the Fall of 2001. The room began to whisper because we all realized that the man could
have returned to campus, just in time for our freshmen year.
I have never forgotten that moment. As we sat in McCook Auditorium the new first-
years whispered to each other about this idea of rape. listening to that letter we thought about
how we would not let that happen to ourselves and our friends. We establish rules: do not
drink something if you did not see it poured; do not let your friend leave the party without talk-
ing to you; do not let your friend leave with someone if you think they are too drunk.
Sometimes people keep these rules and sometimes they do not. Students often worry
about whether or not someone has been roofied when they have an especially bad reaction to
drinking. We hypothesize based on the number of drinks consumed that night compared to
what we have seen consumed other nights. Last year a freshman girl told me that she honest-
ly believed her friend had been roofied at a frat the night before. This incident was not report-
ed.
We as college students have been made aware that this is a very real danger for us.
This is the first time since I have been at Trinity that we have heard of reported cases of date
rape drugs.
Though these are the first cases we are hearing, how many have previously gone unre-
ported? Why have we discussed the possibility and not had ourselves, or our friends, tested
for the presence of these drugs? Why do we at Trinity so often react, instead of acting?
The information that the Sexual Assault Response Team puts up all over campus has
told us for years that any sort of intercourse when a person is under the influence of any con-
trolled substance is considered non-consensual. Girls who have woken up in rooms and not
known how they got there may not have been roofied; they may have had too much to drink,
but if they had sex, it was still rape.
The campus needs to stop pointing fingers and whispering about certain groups as
"dangerous." If we honestly believe there is a danger at a party, and we have a legitimate and
non-gossip based reason for this belief, then we need to tell the school. We need to stop blam-
ing only the people who have acted so horrendously and blame ourselves for having been irre-
sponsible in dealing with this problem. Those that perpetrate this crime are not less culpable
for our guilt, but we are not less guilty for their culpability.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity^
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website atwwiv.trinitytripod.com





Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
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Debate Over Iraq
Leaves Questions
Candidates Need to Make Plans Clear
COLIN RAELSON
OPINIONS WRITER
As the presidential race takes
its final turn and begins the fren-
zied dash towards Election Day,
the issue on everyone's mind is
the ongoing conflict in Iraq. This
seems to be the issue on which
this election will be won, or lost.
So where do the candidates stand
they seem confused about why
we did it.
When speaking of where we
should go from here, the Bush
administration is just as unclear.
Our President admits things don't
look great in Iraq, but he puts an
optimistic spin on his speeches
that hardly seems warranted.
According to the CIA and
Your guess is probably as good as
[Bush's] as to how and when this [war]
will be finished.
on the Iraq war, and are there any
differences between what would
happen if one was elected rather
then the other, or is this whole
debate just political pandering?
It has always been clear
where President George Bush
stands on this issue. He believes
we are doing the right thing.
Recently Bush said that the war
was "right for America then and
right for America now." His rea-
son for why this war was and is
right for America, however, has
changed over the years. The orig-
inal reason given was that this'
response to the fact that Saddam
Hussein had weapons of mass
destruction, and was willing to
use them. Added to this charge
was the suggestion that perhaps
Saddam was linked to the attacks
on Sept. 11,2001. No weapons of
mass destruction have been
found, and the extensive research
Pentagon, things are not predicted
to get any better in the foresee-
able future. Even Republican
Senators John McCain and Chuck
Hagel have recently said that they
believe this war in Iraq is being
poorly executed. Meanwhile, the
Bush administration doesn't seem
to be getting this same informa-
tion, or is ignoring it.
When asked of his plan in
Iraq, President Bush claims that
we are going to stay the course.
That is his plan, his message. We
will finish what we started. Your
guess is probably as good as his
as to how and when this will be
finished.
John Kerry, on the other hand,
has been the opposite of the Bush
administration in the way he has
approached the issue of this war.
It doesn't seem quite clear even to
him whether he supports this war,
or believes it was a travesty.
You either believe that going to war
was the right or wrong thing to do. You
cannot have it both ways.
done by the 9/11 Commission has
failed to find any link between
Saddam Hussein and the attacks
on 9/11.
Now the reason has shifted to
an aspect of the "War on Terror,"
and the idea of bringing liberty to
the people of Iraq. The purpose
for the war has come down to two
reasons: liberate a group of peo-
ple who may be no better off now
than under the rule of Saddam
Hussein, and the idea that
Saddam Hussein himself was a
significant cause for world terror-
ism But the Bush administration
remains optimistic. They feel we
are doing the right thing, though
Kerry at times has said that he
would still give the President the
authority to go to war, but if he
were the President" he "would have
used this authority differently.
This is quite a confusing state-
ment, one that certainly does not
clarify his position. You either
believe that going to war was the
right or wrong thing to do. You
cannot have it both ways.
Recently, Kerry has attacked
this issue from a new angle. He
believes the president fought "the
wrong war at the wrong time." I
would agree with this, and
see CONTROVERSY on page 4
A TL m
'When a crazy Boston punk band comes to Trinity, PT can tell
you - all kinds of trouble will be brewing, from popped collars
to mosh pits. While PT maintains 100 percent neutrality in the
Yankees-Sox rivalry, PT was thrilled to see how Boston's win
got the band pumped up for a great Fall concert.
The first day of Autumn
arrives.
Somehow the weather still
feels like summer.
The Facebook finally comes
to Trinity College!
PT fears that the Facebook
is becoming an addiction.
Fall pledging is in full swing. Kappa princesses were
spotted all over campus.
The Football team defeats
>. Bates at first hom& game.
Weekend tailgating-has
officially begun.







Although we've made it
though our first few weeks of
Trinity College life, we feel it
would be prudent to let you all
know that there seems to be a few
problems with Trinity's first-year
orientation program. After four
days of activities, we didn't learn
anything useful about the school.
What we don't know, but
probably sbouldu.
orientation!
That said, let's chat a little
about our "orientation."
Personally we'd call it a three day
crash course in tradition starting
with the invocation ceremony on
move in day that went downhill
from there.
We were still trying hopeless-
ly to fit three lives into a forced
triple room and accept the fact
that this wasn't summer camp,
but home for a year. In the middle
of all this, we were ripped from
We've met the blond girl with
the polo shirt and pearls 50 times,
and we still can't tell you her
name. We don't know where HL
and LSC are. We can't explain
how any of the meal plans work
and what the difference between
Bantam Bucks and Chartwell dol-
lars is. And yes, we have an
appointment to have "FRESH-
MEN" tattooed into our fore-
the work of hopelessly arranging
our rooms and made to listen to a
series of speakers on - what else?
Tradition. Side note: it is NOT
easy to arrange a room with your
parents, a roommate(s) and said
roommate(s) loving parents,
given the fact that every family
unit is scared their respective stu-
dents are going to get screwed out
of the best desk or the most space.
MTVs Rock the Vote Fails
Corporate, Superficial Youth Vote Campaign Not Adding Voters
TIM COUGHLIN
OPINIONS WRITER
All of you have undoubtedly
seen stickers, commercials and
TV specials either sponsored by
or about MTV's Rock the Vote
campaign. Who knows, maybe
some of you-have been swayed to
political action by the promotion.
If this is the case, then you are
most certainly among the minori-
ty of America's youth. For the
millions of dollars spent on ads,
speeches, and on informational
(non-partisan of course ...) televi-
sion programs, RTV can only be
summed up in one word: failure.
This is not to say that the
movement is not addressing a
the admirable cause for the cam-
paign, the problem with RTV lies,
as it always seems to do, with
large corporations, at the top.
When RTV was founded in
Since the 1992 campaign, where
youth voter turnout was at 54 per-
cent, the turnout had decreased to
46 percent in the 2000 election.
According to Civic Youth at the
... the problem with RTV lies, as it
always seems to do, with large corpora-
tions, at the top.
the 1992 Presidential campaign,
there were 1.9 million eligible
voters between the ages of 18 and
25. For that election year, RTV
claims to have registered 350,000
youth voters, a great accomplish-
ment in an inaugural campaign.
MTV and its corporate parent,
The youth voter turnout is dangerously
close to setting new lows.
very serious problem in America
today. The youth voter turnout is
dangerously close to setting new
lows. The theoretical basis for
RTV is certainly admirable. Many
jpf those whom are out with clip-
boards registering young voters,..
passing out information booklets
and promoting political action do
have a genuine concern for our
Viacom, were able to handle
much of the financial burden on
their own, and where the money
stopped, grass-roots campaigns
picked up.
Sjitice 1992,.not only has RTV
failed to achieve their main goal,
"to increase youth voter turnout,"
but they have also successfully
created a partisan, un-informa-
University of Maryland's School
of Public Affairs, the turnout will
be even less this election. In the
Connecticut Democratic Primary,
youth turnout was already down
one third from what it was in the
2000 primary. What is important
to note, is that it is no longer only
1.9 million votes that we are talk-
ing about, but 40.7 million That
raises the stakes a bit.
The machine that is RTV has
listed on its Web ?ite 29 corporate
partners, some of which have
graced the pages of Forbes maga-
zine: Sony, AOL, MGM, NBC;
that doesn't sound like much of a
grassroots campaign anymore.
Each of these companies has their
own political agenda^ and that is
undoubtedly being factored into
RTV's marketing and lobbying
nations youth vote. Yet despite tive, money making machine. see MTV on page 5
Roofies Incidents Infuriate
In Pursuit of Sex, Some Old Suspects Have Lost All Decency
After four days of activities, we didn't
learn anything useful about the school.
heads, (as if you couldn't tell
already)...
What we do know:
We do know that we can't
step on one block on the Long
Walk because we won't graduate,
won't marry, and won't live to see
our next birthdays. And if we
manage to have a child, we will
probably have to sell his soul to
the devil. We do know the first
verse of '"Neath the Elms." We
do know that the lemon squeezer
exists - but why and how this tra-
dition got started is completely
lost on us.
Which list here is more useful
to ignorant freshmen such as our-
selves? Well thank you freshmen
The origins of lemon squeez-
ers, bantams, school colors and
more were hammered into our
brains, which, by the end made us
wonder if we weren't really going
to school for Engineering or
English, but rather for the illustri-
ous history of Trinity College.
Next came matriculation, or
rather the signing of "the book":
more tradition. Don't get me
wrong, coming from New
England boarding school back-
ground, we've been a long time
fans of tradition. However, this is
college, and the only thing we
want to learn during our first few
see FRESHMEN on page 5
SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
ONLINE EDITOR
Whether it is the right thing or
not, I've been one to characterize
certain Vernon St. organizations
negatively. When people ask me
why I refuse to attend parties at
those places, I generally answer
based upon the fact that the
atmosphere seems centered
around hooking-up and drunken-
ness beyond cognition rather than
brotherhood and friendship. If
I'm being particularly malicious,
I mention that the hosts might be
persuaded to roofie a girl or two
in their pursuit of sex.
Getting to know a few of the
hosts as individuals apart from
their organization made me
reconsider that gross accusation.
Most seemed like decent people,
because they naively expected a
few free drinks but because they
were on the prowl too.
I still wouldn't attend the par-
ties, but I could at least better
or any other student here. I want
to call them names, I want to find
out who they are and persecute
them to the very limits of possi-
bility.
... how could they possibly have such
weakness of character?
accept that some people had dif-
ferent prerogatives than I.
Then, on Tuesday, the campus
received a letter from Joan
Murphy about the five reports of
spiked drinks at "social functions
at on and off campus events." Of
course, it is wrong of me to guess
where the spiking took place, but
I still have my old biased hunches
that bubble up, I again become
infuriated and renew my pledge
... the atmosphere seems centered
around hooking-up and drunkenness ...
how could they possibly have
such weakness of character?
Furthermore, I began to consider
that the hook-up culture that
existed was not only the fault of
guys; everyone who attended the
parties was aware of the ultimate
goal. Many girls went not
to not attend certain places on
campus.
Writing about this is a tough
ordeal. Part of me wants to
scream out that the people
responsible for this are sick,
twisted individuals who should
never garner the respect of myself
Part of me wants to be a
DARE officer and warn every-
body of the dangers of drugs.
Part of me wants to commend
the proper college organizations
for sending the email, treating us
as adults and being as compre-
hensive as legally possible.
While the presence of roofies
and similar drugs on campus
makes for a grim and more
watchful trip to parties on the
weekend, I think that I have a way
that things could become safer for
everybody
Roommate #1 and I bought
Roommate #1 a blowup doll for
his birthday (I know the sentence
sounds a little strange, but bear
with me). Of course, the gift was
not serious. In fact, it was a com-
plete joke. Yet, seeing the doll
lying in my roommate's bed made
see DRUGGING on page 5




Is anything more dear to us than safety?
Refugees seeking asylum in our country
are subject to mandatory detention upon
their arrival. While confined to a detention
center, an asylum seeker can petition to be
released on parole. After 9/11, the decision
to grant or deny parole to asylum seekers
fell under the authority of the newly creat-
ed Department of Homeland Security.
John Ashcroffs sweeping reforms of the
immigration process in the name of nation-
al security have come at the cost of terrific
suffering to refugees fleeing persecution,
genocide and famine. The average stay in
a detention facility has increased dramati-
cally, especially for anyone fleeing one of
the 33 "terrorist producing" countries.
Yes, there is indeed an ever-growing num-
ber of people in the world who want to hurt
us, and an overly lax immigration process
might allow terrorists within our borders.
However, the system we put in place to
protect us gives cause to consider whether
the measures employed could be adminis-
tered with greater precision and care. These
measures tell the pro bono lawyer of a
detainee seven months pregnant after being
raped in Kenya that her release is out of the
question because "the security risks out-
weigh the humanitarian concerns." They
keep a 13 year-old Iraqi girl in prison-like
conditions for five months before deeming
it safe to release her into the custody of her
big brother, a U.Si resident. Even after 14
months they continue to deny release to a
Haitian 18 year-old on the grounds that
Controversy Over Iraq
Continues in Campaign
continued from page 2
believe he makes a valid point as Iran
seems to be developing into more of a
threat then Iraq has probably been for a
good 15 years, since before the Gulf War.
This is a start, but we need to know what
you would do to fight this war differently,
besides doing "everything" differently.
Kerry also strongly believes if he were
our president he would have more success
in bringing our allies into this war. But is
this a realistic goal? There is little question
that a change in leadership would be able to
mend some of the bridges burned by our
current administration between the U.S.
and countries such as France and Germany.
But would Kerry actually be able to con-
vince them to change their mind and send
troops into Iraq? This is a questionable
prospect at best.
To be perfectly honest, it appears we
have two confused candidates. Bush
strongly believes in this war and that we
are on the right path. But even his adminis-
tration, which is responsible for touting this
war in Iraq, hasn't been able to confirm any
of their hypotheses as to why this war was
necessary. They also seem to put an overly
optimistic spin on how this war is going.
Kerry doesn't seem to be sure as to whether
he supports this war or not, but he seems to
have a more realistic outlook then his
opponent does. His proposal of convincing
our allies to shoulder some of the responsi-
bilities for this war is at least something of
a start of a plan, despite how skeptical it
leaves me. The Bush administration fails to
lay out any realistic goals for us to see,
claiming we are on the right track, or say-
ing that speaking of pulling our troops out
at any point sends the "wrong message" to
our enemies.
With the first presidential debate com-
ing up on Thursday and the theme being
foreign policy and security, perhaps one
candidate will be able to more clearly state
his position on this war.
Until then, it appears we have one
strong-minded candidate who believes in
what he is doing but doesn't know why,
and another candidate who can't seem to
make up his mind on whether this war was
the right thing to do, but at least has the
beginnings of a plan, though a shaky one at
best.
We can only hope that both presidential
candidates will come out strong on
Thursday and lay out concrete plans as to
how this war will be won. The debate could
be Bush and Kerry's last opportunity to
clarify to a national audience where they
stand on this war and what their plans are
for victory. Let's hope that they use it effec-
tively.
doing so might encourage terrorists to use
Haiti as a platform for invasion.
The Wackenhut detention facility in
Queens, New York used to be a cargo ware-
house. Today it is home to 186 asylum
dows, no meaningful access to fresh air,
and no privacy for phone use or hi visiting
with family and friends.
According to a Sept. 2 Queens Tribune
article, the detainees are planning to strike
... the system we put in place to protect us gives
cause to consider whether the measures employed
could be administered with greater precision and care.
seekers, some of who have been held for
over three years, none of who have ever
been charged with or suspected of a crime.
On Oct. 22, 2003, 175 of these refugees
began a hunger strike. Many were able to
hold out for almost a week and two even
held out for 11 days losing about 20 pounds
each. While mainstream media coverage
was minimal, the detainees told reporters
from local papers like New York Newsday
and lawyers from Human Rights First that
they were protesting a number of problems,
including:
* The detention of asylum seekers with
no criminal background.
* The lack of automatic, timely, inde-
pendent review of each person's case.
* The lack of parole grants for people
who meet all parole criteria and submit
requests with full support, including com-
munity ties.
* Refusal to release detainees granted
withholding of removal under the
Convention Against Torture or the Refugee
Convention.
* Conditions of detention, including
jail-like uniforms, inadequate food,
exposed toilets and showers, exorbitant
phone costs, lack of heating, lack of win-
again soon. Now, of course it must be
acknowledged that a wide range of consid-
erations figure into immigration policy in
this post-9/11 world. Furthermore, perhaps
we do face a tradeoff at some level between
the safety we secure for ourselves and the
humanity we display to others. That said,
it's clear we could address most of the
problems highlighted by the complaints of
the Wackenhut detainees without compro-
mising our security in the slightest. Merely
offering each individual case, rational con-
sideration from authorities outside of the
DHS would solve many of the most absurd
injustices being committed today (such as
the six month detainment of a Tibetan nun).
A convict has better access to parole hear-
ings than a detainee, yet the latter has com-
mitted no crime. There should also be a
90-day limit, past which no one can be
detained unless criminally charged. If
there exists a legitimate reason to deny
parole to a particular asylum seeker past
this point, let it be declared formally and
substantiated with evidence. Additionally,
new standards must be set for the condi-
tions at detention facilities. How does the
see CRUEL on page 5
Along tne -Long Walk...
I trunk it s fine. I voted for mine to be closed
personally, and it is closed."
— -Nancy Concepcion 08cepci c y
I live on the first floor, so it s not that big a
deal for me. Xo be honest, I think a lot more
people wanted them open, but a lot of them
hadn t voted.
— Joe VV ẑorek 'o6~
I m on the fourth floor of Jarvis, and it's a
slight hassle to •walk down four flights of stairs
to let someone in.
Erica Smith 08
_L m happy tnat my dorm is an open dorm, but
I ve never had a problem either way. I have
heard some things from freshmen about people
going in their dorms and bothering them."
— Alyssa AicClorey 'o5
"I'm locked out of my girlfriend's dorm, and
I m not happy.
— Eric Butts "07
Compiled by Mike Bojko
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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As the Tripod celebrates its hundredth year, enjoy this
discussing an apparently age-old complaint -
Much has been said, in recent. year, the student assemblies were
years, about the advantages of the
small college over the large uni-
versity. One of the first points a
small-college enthusiast will put
forth is that the relationship
between faculty and students is
much closer and informal at the
smaller institutions. He would say
that the students as a whole bene-
fit by this close and informal
association. He might assert that
the after-class bull-sessions with
professors are as great a part of
one's education as that which is
received in the classroom. He
might also add that the faculty at
a small college has an opportuni-
ty to go the text books a step fur-
ther in producing the oft-quoted
"well-rounded man."
This step is currently being
taken by the Trinity faculty, and a
case in point is the student assem-
bly which is fonake place tomor-
row afternoon.
We are immediately con-
cerned with this meeting. Last
one of the most pitifully neglect-
ed functions of the college. A
mere fraction of the student body
attended each of them, with the
exception of one, which had as its
speaker the President of the
United States.
We do not mean to accuse the
students of apathy. The word has
been used so often around this
campus that its cutting edge has
been dulled with banality. We do,
however, accuse the students of
thoughtless discourtesy in their
repeated failure to attend these
assemblies, which are held
specifically for their benefit. It is
difficult to express the embarrass-
ment we felt when, with perhaps
fifty other students, we listened to
the president of the college speak
to us and four-hundred empty
seats.
It seems to us that when the
Senate sponsors a college func-
tion, and the president takes the
time to come before us and speak
Editorial from Oct 5, 1955
• student apathy
on a subject about which we. are
all concerned, that subject being
Trinity College, we certainly
ought to have the courtesy, if not
the interest to be there to hear
him.
Over the summer, the faculty
and administration have decided
to give the student assemblies
another try. They have made this
decision because they feel there is
much they can offer at the assem-
blies which cannot be offered in
the academic curriculum.
Eight separate faculty mem-
bers are going to spend a great
deal of time and effort to give to
the students something which is
sorely needed: a little know-
how about the role of "The
Christian in the Academic
Community."
Chaplain Bray will be the first
of the eight faculty members who
will speak. We sincerely urge the
students to attend the assembly,




continued from page 3
days is where our classes are, and
how to navigate the system.
Suffice it to say, we want to look
as little like a lost-puppy fresh-
man as possible.
Therefore, you might see how
waiting 45 minutes for my big
chance to sign the book and talk
to the president for five seconds
before being hurried along by the
next wandering freshmen, doesn't
excite the future hard-core Trinity
students in us.
Finally, in a moment of sheer
orientation ecstasy, we were led
to believe that there would be a
true orientation of Hartford the
city. We were going to learn
where things were! Visions of
off-campus trips to plays and con-
no Puerto-Rican day parade."
Alright, it wasn't that terrible
and it might make for a good
story some day. But when your
waffle sticks to the iron, and the
girl in line behind you says, "Oh,
that happened to me all the time
freshman year," you don't get a
warm fuzzy feeling inside. As
that same roommate just said, "I
don't feel like it's my school yet."
We think that basically sums
it up. We freshmen don't actually
live here yet; this isn't home base
for us. Given time to work
through the bouts of homesick-
ness and annoying our mentors
and RAs with scheduling con-
flicts we really should be able to
solve ourselves — if anyone
would tell us how — we may be
... in the middle of the Hartford neigh-
borhoods, our guide turned down the
wrong street three times...
Drugging Raises Concerns
Student Offers Safer Weekend Alternatives to Roofies on Campus
continued from page 3
me think of the email that had
recently arrived in my inbox.
We all found the doll to be
repulsive to the point of hilarity,
and we wondered who, hi fact,
would actually buy a four-foot
tall inflated vinyl figurine with
"three pink and tender love open-
ings" and have intentions of using
it?
to sleep with her.
I am ashamed to be a part of
the same student body as some-
one who would do that. I'm not
immorality of the situation and
the representation it places upon
us as Trinity students.
Maybe I'm just naive.
Go buy a blowup doll. It's much cheap-
er, and there aren't legal implications.
"trying to be an elitist, or paint
myself as the perfect student, but
... when I mention the email to people
they seem to not think twice about the
inherent immorality of the situation...
I'm willing to surmise.that a
man of that same fabric would be
it gets to me when I mention the
email to people and they seem to
Notwithstanding, I have a sugges-
tion to those who have been spik-
ing drinks. Go buy a blowup doll.
It's much cheaper, and there
aren't legal implications. It does-
n't wake up hi the morning won-
dering why it's where it is.
And using the doll is no more
pathetic than those spiking
drinks, and what they're doing
one willing to drug a girl in order not think twice about the inherent already.
Cruel Detainee Handling
Soon be Resolved
certs danced through our heads.
And so, bearing the thought of
fun nights in Hartford in mind, we
put on our XL bright yellow t-
shirts bearing "The Samuel Colt
Walk: We're packing heat," swal-
lowed our pride, and joined our
groups.
Let me tell you, we soon real-
ized we were not in for the trip we
had dreamed of. Our shirts stuck
out Eke sore thumbs in the middle
of the Hartford neighborhoods,
our guide turned down the wrong
street three times, and we learned
no information about our sur-
roundings.
We ended up at Bushnell
Park, rode the Carousel and lis-
tened to a Mark Twain imperson-
ator, the highlight of the whole
trip, and walked home.
All in all it was not exactly
the most valuable experience; as
able to find the "bantam" in all of
us.
So, as we're trying to settle
down into our classes, dorm
rooms and new friends, we've
realized it is nice to be part of a
small community like Trinity,
especially when our professors
can know our names after two
classes.
And hey, the Residential Life
Office did a. great job with our
room, even though it's a forced
triple and our roommate has to
launch herself onto her bed every
night.
We're pretty sure we know
where we're supposed to be
tomorrow, and that on Sept. 25
we were supposed to paint our
faces and cheer on the football
team. Everything seems like it
may work out.
But we're just freshmen, what
one of our roommates said "it was do we know?
continued from page 4 resent. These are ideals that even murder
provision of toilet partitions or shower cur- cannot touch.
tains aid terrorism? These proposed No terrorist could ever hope to harm
reforms represent a minimum. We aspire the principles we honor, the virtues we
How does the provision of toilet partitions or show-
er curtains aid terrorism?
as a nation to treat all persons innocent
until proven guilty, yet at detention centers
across the country we are treating people as
guilty independent of their innocence.
The attacks of 9/11 killed 3,000 of our
fellbw Americans, and nothing can bring
them back. We would stand to lose a great
praise, the freedoms we guarantee, the
standards of conduct we hold, which, once
lost can too quickly be forgotten. Whatever
is done to these rights we stand for is a
result of our own hand.
If we would deny our enemies the ben-
efit of such collaboration, we must recon-
... No terrorist could ever hope to harm the princi-
ples we honor, the virtues we praise, the freedoms we
guarantee...
deal more if our reaction were not to guard
against future attempts. However, still
more may be lost if through the violence of
our reaction we sacrifice the ideals we rep-
sider the consequences of the measures we
have adopted. The injustices we impose
upon those fleeing injustices abroad would
be a good place to start.
MTV Effort Not Aiding
Declining Youth Vote
continued from page 3
this election.
One of the most potent weapons that
RTV has to use is its famous faces. In their
mission statement, MTV admits to using
celebrities to engage the youth: "From
actors to musicians, comedians to athletes,
Rock the Vote harnesses cutting-edge
trends and pop culture to make political
participation cool."
The problem that I have with this tech-
Audioslave isn't exactly the picture of
impartial opinion. Three out of the four
band members were in Rage Against the
Machine. Michael Moore, well, there is no
need for further explanation.
If MTV's Rock the Vote really wants to
change the face of youth voting, it needs to
create an intellectually motivated voter.
Educate the youth so they may make a con-
scious political decision of their own, a
decision which is not endorsed by the influ-
If MTVs Rock the Vote really wants to change the
face of youth voting, it needs to create an intellectually
motivated voter.
nique is that the individual opinions of
these artists are projected by RTV as offi-
cial, non-partisan fact; which is not only
false, but dangerous.
For example, RTV lists such supporters
as Pearl Jam, Audioslave and Michael
Moore. The last Pearl Jam concert I was at,
Eddie Vedder put on a Bush mask and
began singing "War, what is it good for?"
ence of P-Diddy, whose 'Vote or Die' cam-
paign is a literal gold-mine.
By creating a youth culture that votes
due to genuine interest, not out of novelty,
Rock the Vote would not only increase the
voter turnout for this upcoming election, it
may even create a voter who will continue
to be politically active for many years to
come.




Students Look Into Fundraising Options
ASHLEY BELL
NEWS WRITER
Thirty-one clubs and organi-
zations were unrepresented at this
year's Leadership Symposium,
which excludes them from apply-
ing for additional funding from
the SGA budget committee.
"This method is the only way
the Budget Committee and OSA
can ensure that all student organi-
All organizations that went
unrepresented at the Symposium
have until Sept. 30 to proclaim
active status and thus receive the
standard $500 allotment.
However, it is now their responsi-
bility to acquire additional fund-
ing from outside sources if need-
ed.
"The students were all noti-
fied about this meeting," says
Barber, "If was posted on Trinity
T h e students need to be familiar with the
process... to access additional funds."
- T.J. Barber, Asst. Dir. of Student Activities
zation leaders can best run their
respective organizations and
hopefully at some point in the
future no organizations will have
to be penalized in this manner,"
said Robert Lynch '06, Vice
President of Finance.
This annual meeting, held
Sept. 19, brings together the pres-
idents and treasurers of each
organization to discuss the budg-
etary finances for each group for
the upcoming year. Each active
organization, with certain excep-
tions, is allotted $500 per school
year; however, this amount is fre-
quently insufficient to fund clubs'
activities.
"The students need to be
familiar with the process in order
to access additional funds," said
TJ. Barber, Associate Director of
Student Activities. "When they
go to the Budget Committee and
ask for more funding, they must
submit a line-item budget and a
one page statement about the
event they for which they need
the money."
Exchange and student leaders
were also e-mailed with the infor-
mation. [Program Coordinator
for Activities] Laura [DaRos]
went through a lot of trouble to
make sure that everyone knew
about it."
Some of the leaders of the
organizations simply neglected to
go or forgot about it, however,
other leaders say the notification
for this meeting was extremely
inadequate.
Cara Bertini '05 is involved in
Chapel Singers and is frustrated
with the way the notification for
this meeting was handled. "None
of us (the Chapel Singer officers)
had any idea that any of us were
supposed to be in attendance,"
Bertini stated. "[The announce-
ment] must not have been too
prominently placed, since it
slipped past three senior officers
and 30 underclass members. No
Chapel Singer officer received
any notification that our presence
see CLUBS on page 9
SGA Minutes
Meeting Minute-,: September 27, 2004
f. Robert's Rules an.* suspended
II. Swearing in of new senators
III Introduction of executive board and office hours
IV. Introduction of senator*
V. Unofficial motion to discuss cninmittee positions prior to
elections -consensus
VI. Elections loi commit ire chair positions. Nominations were
accepted for each position, and each nominee spoke on his
or her behalf. Other students spoke on absent nominees'
behalf. The following chairpersons were ekvted'
Student Life. Olubunml Adeosun
Academic Affaiis Carmen Giccn
Communil> Development. Debnur Smith
Hliviinn. Recruitment, CommunicauoiiN. lluimu Chuuddry
VII. Rlui-tion of Parliamentarian1 Shon 1'rba.s
VIII. }ik-ctioiih Joi Budsift Cumniiltec
Hugh Lnengood. Amy Laurenza. and William Servos
IX. l'urliameiiuity Pioci'dure discussion postponed
X. AnnoHni'fincnt<i
Reported hy Jennifer Lincoln '06
,4.1 • ; - : * » . . , ,
. - • » l
Brian Lee
Approximately 35 people attended a meeting of imani at the Umoja house on
Thursday to discuss Trinity's social climate. The meeting's purpose, according to tmani
President Yusuf George J07, was "to give freshmen students an informal idea from the upper-
classmen how the Trinity Community does or does not meet the academic and social needs
of students of color." The upperctassmenr according to George, expressed a variety of opin-




New Focus Program Expands, Aims to Ease College Transition
EILEEN FLYNN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
As one of the first steps in the
curriculum review process, which
began in the Spring of 2002, the
faculty voted this past April to
approve a pilot period for the
First Year Focus Program. This
program will restructure part of
the larger First Year Program,
developing thematic clusters of
seminars which will continue
over two semesters.
During the pilot period, which
has been approved for up to five
years, the program will be under
ongoing assessment as to its
effectiveness and viability.
The program will focus on
developing skills in writing, criti-
cal reading and thinking, oral
piosentafion, information literacy
and research methods.
Dean of the First Year
Program Katharine Power stated,
"I The Focus Program] has taken a
much more programmatic
approach to the acquisition of cer-
tain skills and competencies for
recognize as a community how
important it is to lay the ground-
work in the first year in all these
areas. And one course is not
enough."
The FYP currently has around
35 seminars each year. The First
Year Focus Program will have
from six to nine seminars, each
capped at 14 students.
All admitted students will be.
offered the chance to enroll in the
Focus Program at the same time
they look at the other seminars.
"We would like to have a student
group that is representative of the
entire student body," Power said.
David Rosen, Professor of
English and a member of the
committee that worked on the
logistics of the program, said, "It
seems to me that the First Year
Program, as it now stands, does
several things very well... it pro-
vides a safe, nurturing environ-
ment, and attempts to make the
transition from high school to col-
lege less jarring than usual."
Rosen sees, however, a great
advantage to the two semester
"I hope., it will meet its objectives... and
once again establish Trinity's place on the
cutting edge..."
- Prof. David Rosen
First Year students."
There is no definitive plan as
to how these goals will be met in
all clusters. Participating faculty
must decide for themselves how
(Iicy will structure the seminars
viithin thematic clusters to
achieve the goal.
The faculty has felt that stu-
dents previously had not been
meeting their academic expecta-
tions. Power reiterated the signif-
icance of the goals, stating, "We
system. "Just as the fall of first
year is centripetal, drawing stu-
dents in, the second is more cen-
trifugal; the first has the intimacy
of the small group, the second
pushes out into the larger college
community," he stated.
The thematic clusters will
contain a minimum of three Fall
term seminars, which will feed
into two Spring term seminars,
only open to the Fall term partici-
pants, that Telate to the larger
scope of the cluster. The clusters
will be housed together and will




Sarah Whittemore '06, a first-
year mentor and graduate of the
Tutorial College commented, "I
think having a full year program
for students who elect to take that
opportunity would be a great
chance for students to achieve an
academic fluidity an gain rela-
tionships with professors that will
last for the next three years."
"The clusters themselves
would be multi-disciplinary,"
Power mentioned, drawing facul-
ty from different departments to
deal with the large? theme within
their own specialty. The clusters
would most likely have at least
five professors, with different
professors teaching in the Fall
and Spring terms.
Unlike present first-year sem-
inars the second semester class
could, at the discretion of the
department, count toward a stu-
dent's major.
"The FYP has been around
for more than 30 years, and as one
of the first such programs — and
one of the most successful — it
has been a model for numerous
such programs around the coun-
try, said Rosen. 'The expanded
first year ... is untested, and
doubtless there will be kinks to
work out. I hope, however, that it
will meet its objectives as suc-
cessfully as the existing FYP, and
once again establish Trinity's
place on the cutting edge of first-
year education."
Faculty proposals for themat-
ic clusters are due Oct. 1 and the
themes that will be in existence
next year will be finalized by
early November.
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Students, Women's Center
React to Rape Drug Alert
continued from page 1
The Dean of Students office sent out an
e-mail Tuesday alerting the campus com-
munity about the crimes and offering
information about the drugs, their effects,
and ways to guard against being drugged.
Laura Lockwood, Women's Center
Director, reported that the highest occur-
rences of sexual assault occur during the
freshman and sophomore year within the
first month of school
"It's exciting - not having an authority
figure around all the time, and there's that
mentality, wanting to just go out and have
fun," Lockwood said.
"Most girls go out with some kind of
buddy system and can usually rely on guys
that they trust to look out for them," said
Julie Hirsh '08. "I know that some girls
bring their own alcohol in order to prevent
being drugged as well... I feel responsible
for my friends-at.parties.and would never
go to a crowded event if I were worried
that I might lose the people I came with."
"I do accept drinks from boys, but only
if I know them well. Otherwise, I'm sure to
watch my drink," said Melanie Levy '07.
Senior Matt Kozlowski, Rush
Chairman of Pike, commented that the fra-
ternity has very strict policies about the
issue, and penalties for drugging a drink
could include expulsion from the fraterni-
ty. He stated that Pike brothers have
always poured drinks where it can be seen
by everyone, and have sometimes kept
cans behind the counter for those who
would feel more comfortable drinking an
unopened can as opposed to a poured bev-
erage.
"Is blame placed on the fraternities?
Probably," said Kozlowski. "The fact is
that on a given Saturday night, a large por-
tion of the student body is gathered at these
various houses. So it's easy to point the
finger."
The Sexual Assault Tasic Force has
been looking at ways to address this issue.
Headed by Abigail Moldover '05 and run
by the Women's Center, SART looks not
only at dealing with occurrences of rape,
but trying to prevent them.
"It's a really scary thing to have gotten
that e-mail from campus safety," Moldover
said. "In past years, anything we'd hear
about sexual assault was something that
happened to a friend of a friend ... It was
never something that felt this real and this
close."
Lockwood and members of SART met
last week to discuss what happened and
how to respond. Possible efforts include a
flyer campaign, targeting common party
location. The group would place signs
around campus reminding students to
watch their drinks, to drink with a friend
who is sober and to watch out for other
friends.
Lockwood has also contacted all of the
professors who teach first year seminars
and given them handouts with statistics
about rape occurrences with freshmen. She
has offered to come in personally, or send a
counselor into any freshmen seminar to
give a short talk about how to be safe. She
She says that so far, several seminar leaders
have taken her up on the offer.
Florence 8 Ghana * London • Madrid • Paris *» Prague
Why choose NYU?
s We encourage host community
interaction through relationships
with universities, internships,
volunteer work, and excursions.
• We support students with resident
assistants, fuil-time staff, and
extensive course offerings, including
course work in disciplines not often
found on study abroad programs, like
premed and business.
• You'il earn NYU credit while studying
with prominent leaders, scholars, and
artists of the host country.
• NYU offers scholarship opportunities.




The Office of Residential Life announced the results of the res-
idence hall elections that decided whether dormitories would be
open to all members of campus or to residents only. Fifty percent
of residents voted. The following residence halls will be closed;
that is they will be closed to all non-residents:
Boardwalk, Clemens, Elton, Frobb, Goodwin, High Rise,
Jarvis, Jones, Little, North, Ogilby, Park Place, Stowe, and
Vernon Place.
All other dorms will continue to be open to all members of the
Trinity community with a Trinity I.D.
Library Collection Reaches One




The Raether Library and Information Technology Center
acquired its one millionth volume this year: Charles Darwin's The
Origin of Species. The book, published in i 860. was the first edi-
tion of this influential work to be printed in the United States.
This event will be commemorated formally on Oct. 25 with a
special reception in the Joslin Family 1823 room.
SGA Election Results
The results of the Fall 2004 SGA election are as follows:
Budget Committee: Anthony Riley
Class of 2005'
President: Jason Gallant
Vice President: Priya Kalyan-Masih
Senators: Alex Gordon, Amy Laurenza, Caroline Pierson
Class of 2006
President: Rebecca Wetzler





Senators: Emily Cooperman, Adrienne Gaffney. Courtney





Senators: Brittany English, Jordan Fisher, Jacqueline Maye,
Torben Melchior. Andrew Pedro
ID? Senators: Frederick Schramm. Elizabeth Ross, Ryan
Stewart
150th Anniversary of Bushnell
Park Celebrated at Trinity
This year Hartford celebrates the ! 50th Anniversary of
Bushnell Park. On Sept. 30 and Oct. 1, Trinity College will
sponsor and host a symposium that will commemorate the Park
and its historical significance within the Hartford Community.
The symposium is dedicated to the memory of the late Prof.
Jan Cohn, and will showcase a number of respected speakers
and specialists. An exhibit of photography of the park will be
displayed in Mather Hall.
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Trinity Students Work to Ensure Youth Voice is Heard
Political and Greek Organizations Hold Voter Registration Drives, Post Flyers, Chalk to Spark Student Interest
continued from page 1
with informational flyers and messages in
hopes of getting students fired up about at
least one issue in the election.
The Office of Student Activities'
"Academically Incorrect" series, which
takes place in Mather during lunch, is
ing each campaign's final stretch toward
the Nov. 2 election.
"We'll be reaching out to the student
body in a variety of ways, from sponsoring
speakers to showing political documen-
taries to hosting 'debate watching parties,'"
said Greg Morin '05, president of the
dorms, and they're enjoying it.
A few first-years living in Jarvis say
that the chalk messages scrawled on the
long walk will "definitely" fire people up,
and are "pretty amusing." However, some
pro-Republican messages have been
reworded into anti-Bush slogans.
films that are coming out on DVD, most
notably Michael Moore's Fahrenheit 9/11,
which will be released on Oct. 5.
"Additionally, we will be actively par-
ticipating in traditional voter contact
activities like phone banking and going
door to door in Connecticut and swing
"Well be reaching out to the student body in a vari-
ety of ways."
- Greg Morin '05
focusing on issues surrounding the presi-
dential election. Panelists and participants
from the first discussion last Wednesday
considered "Election 2004: College stu-
dents are politically apathetic, true or
false?" The next scheduled discussion on
Oct. 20 is titled "Getting to Know the
Candidates of the Presidential Election."
A debate between the College
Republicans' President Michael Lanza. '07
and a representative of the College
Democrats is scheduled to coincide with
the first of three official presidential can-
didates debates. Lanza hopes to use the
opportunity to "persuade more voters and
lay out the president's agenda," he said.
The College Democrats and
Republicans are also trying to push their
candidates' message across campus while
getting students interested in key election
issues that directly affect them. In the past
week, members from both groups have
taken to the walls of dorms and academic
buildings with slogans, facts, quotes, and
rhetoric, giving the campus the politically
charged atmosphere one would expect dur-
College Democrats.
"The goal [of our flyers] was to expose
Kerry's history of waffling on the issues
and ultimately flipping sides of a debate,"
said Lanza.
While the Republicans focused on
highlighting Kerry's "waffling," the
College Democrats offered a variety of
facts and information concerning the Bush
administration. Flyers posted on Jarvis and
Seabury entrances presented major
"accomplishments" from Bush's "resume."
One such flyer read, "I set the record for the
most people worldwide to protest me (15
million)."
"As an added bonus, a few of our mem-
bers decided to chalk the campus with
respectful and positive slogans for our can-
didate," said Lanza.
A pathway on the way to Raether
Library reads, "4 More Years!" while a
message near the chapel and admissions
office adds, "Girls love Bush too!"
As a result of this mobilization, stu-
dents are faced with information from both
















Chalkings created by the College Republicans on the Long Walk
were changed, and their messages were obscured.
Abigail Moldover
Particularly popular was the sexual innu-
endo encouraged by a "George Bush-Dick
Cheney" ticket. One message near the
Jackson Dormitory apparently once read
"4 More Years." It now reads, "4 More
Bad Years? Vote Kerry."
"The two individuals responsible for
the counter-chalking were not... members
of the College Democrats," said Morin.
Other strategies that the College
Democrats have been planning include
parties centered on a handful of anti-Bush
states," said Morin.
Across the nation, organizations such
as Rock the Vote and MTV have fired up
campaigns like "20 Million Loud" to
increase voting participation in the 18-30
year-old range, which was the most absent
group in the 2000 presidential election.
According to a recent Harvard
University poll, 19 percent of young
potential voters have switched between
the Democratic and Republican ticket in
the past five months.
Trinity Students Make
% Of Trinity Students
Have Not Missed A
Class As A Result Of
Drinking.
Did You Know?
Did Yott Know good sleep-
habits may also improve your
health and grades? Try to
make a habit of going to
sleep at the same time each
night and waking up at the
same time each morning,





Monday - Friday: 8:30 AM. - 5:30 EM.
Saturday: Noon - 4:0© EM.
Sunday: Closed
After Houss:
Visit the Self-Care Guide on. out -website:
www.triacolLedu/depts/healdjcentei
or
CaUX 2222 For the Nurse Practitioner on call
i
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Clubs Displeased About
Attendance Requirement
continued from page 6
was necessary at this event. Had we known
that our budget would be jeopardized if we
did not attend, we of course would have
been there."
Margot Koch '06 is part of Women's
Club Lacrosse and Habitat for Humanity,
both which were not represented at the
Symposium. "The Women's Club Lacrosse
doesn't need the additional funding, so it
didn't matter as much that no one attended
the norm."
Unlike Women's Club Lacrosse, some
sports teams have a similar need to raise
their funding.
The Wrestling Team is underfunded,
leaving much of the fund raising up to the
students, said David Bucco '05, one of the
wrestling captains for this upcoming sea-
son.
The solution to the lack of funding
these organizations are facing cannot sim-
"... one had to be present... rather than be able to com-
plete paperwork in a larger and more reasonable time
frame..." - Liam McNeill '06
the Symposium," Koch said.
"However, Habitat for Humanity is
definitely urider-Funded with only $500, so
it's completely up to the students to raise
the extra money," Koch continued. "The
students put a lot of work into things like
the 50/50 raffle at football games, a 5K
race in November, carnations during
Valentine's Day, and finals packages."
Some other student leaders also feel
that this penalty is a little extreme. Liam
McNeill '06 of the Newman Club com-
ments, "While I understand that the ability
to request additional funds is a privilege, it
seems a little melodramatic that to achieve
such, ends one had to be present at a partic-
ular and odd time, rather than be able to
complete paperwork in a larger and more
reasonable time frame, as has always been
ply be solved with a bake sale. It is up to
the students to come up with events and
fund raisers that will draw the entire cam-
pus to their cause, making sure they gain
the money needed as well as student inter-
est.
"The wrestling team does not receive
any school-issued funds;- however, the
school has helped us out occasionally,"
said Bucco. "We are trying to set up some-
thing with TCAC that would enable the
Trinity Wrestling team to have Wednesday
nights at the Bistro, where we could make
some money charging $1 beers, and getting
The Whalers to play [so that we can afford
our end of the year banquet]."
"We got ecstatic when we found out
that the school would pay for our National
Duels trip," added Bucco.
Mews pft.oM -me
MESGAC
Williams College: Williams College is undergoing a review of
its current policies regarding alcohol on campus. The campus has
formed an Alcohol Task Force which includes students, faculty, and
administrators. Part of the review will include enlisting the help of
two professional alcohol consultants. The consultants will take into
account input from the campus community in issuing their rec
ommendations.
Middlebury: Oct. 10, Middlebury College will inaugurate its
16th president. Ronald D. Liebowitz succeeds John M. McCardell
who chose to return to faculty after holding the Presidential posi-
tion for 13 years. The ceremony will take place on the lawn of the
college's new library and will include a procession of approximate-
ly 60 delegates and college presidents from around the country.
Wesleyam: Wesleyan has recently donated one of its campus
houses to Northern Middlesex Habitat for Humanity Inc. The
house is located on Fairview Street and renovation is scheduled to
take place this fall. With the aid of roughly 50 student volunteers
from Wesleyan's student chapter of Habitat for Humanity,
(WeShelter), a chosen Middlesex County family will reconstruct
their new home.
Hamilton: Nov. 9, William Jefferson Clinton will give a free pub-
lic lecture at Hamilton College. The speech will take place exactly
one week following the 2004 Presidential Election. Former
President Clinton will be the fourth former head of state or prime
minister to speak at Hamilton as part of its Sacerdote Great
Names Series.
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Life Without an iPod: It Still Does Exist
LISA SAN PASCUAL
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
Newsweek did a cover story on
it Time has delineated the iPod
"family tree." The postmodern-
chic, neon-colored ads are on every
billboard from Fisherman's Wharf
to Flushing Meadow Park. Soon
Pedro from South of the Border
will be featured toting an iPod
every quarter mile. And since
everyone's writing about their iPod
obsessions, I take it upon myself,
on behalf of the dwindling but res-
olute nbn-iPod "community, to
write the definitive anti-iPod piece.
Hey, I don't need an iPod. I
have friends. I have dates. I have
lots of decent, sheet-wrinkling,
Freudian sex. I find fulfillment in
capitalism, acupuncture and
Starbucks; I am a strong, inde-
pendent woman with financial
stability, opinions* and good hair.
I don't need a cotton-candy-col-
ored, cigarette-box-sized light
reflector to define me.
I don't care that I am musical-
ly bankrupt. I have a Sony 8-track
player that I got at Service
Merchandise when I was ten that
came with my first Def Leppard
cassette. I am the embodiment of
the preservation of what is good,
pure and true in life.
I don't care that I am not part
of this super-cool, sneering iPod-
boasting majority. Hey, I survived
www.apple.com
The iPods pose for their lineup: guihy as charged, but still cute.
high school — I will survive the
inevitable social ostracism. I
refuse to conform, even when
people bond over iPods at cock-
tail parties and fitness centers. I
won't be on the receiving end
when "Hey, nice iPod" is written
into bad pick-up lines. I will
return phone calls, catch up on
my reading and revive the lost art
of finger-painting instead of
being sucked in by the dizzying
prospect of playing 1,000 songs. I
will spend more time with my cat
I will not have to revamp my
wardrobe in order to accommo-
date my iPod fetish. We already
have iPod belts. The next logical
step will be a line of iPod-coordi-
nated shoes. And then hats. And
then pants suits, mink coats and
ponchos. The iPod will be used in
exchange for groceries, sexual
favors and life insurance.
Tiffany's will pick up iPods and
bill them as "the modern girl's
best friend." An iPod is forever.
There will be iPod-only zones
in cafes and shopping malls and
those without iPods will have to
move to the back of the bus. "The
iPod" will replace "God" in the
Pledge of Allegiance. Marriages
will be banned between iPod
owners and non-owners. Non-
owners will be sent to internment
camps in the Florida Keys and
disenfranchised.
You'll see. It won't be global
warming, electronic voting, or
unilateral declarations of war, but
the iPod that will single-handedly
cause the downfall of human civ-
ilization as we know it.
When the iPod surfaces as the
Mark of the Beast and Steve Jobs
as the reigning Antichrist, then,
and only then, will the world real-
ize that they have missed my her-
ald. By that time I will be hiding
in my iPod-free-zone in a 10-ft
hole in Jones Beach rocking out
to "Pour Some Sugar on Me"
with gay people, terrorist suspects
and former Microsoft employees.
Editor's Note: To support
Lisa's noble anti-iPod cause, send





No wraps at the Cave? Again?
Unfortunately, this situation is all
too familiar to students on cam-
pus. Luckily, help is only a
kitchen away.
Kristin Kremer '07 and
Andrew Rossenau '07 can be of
aid if a quick food fix is what
you're looking for.
Instead of being sim-
ply dejected at the





sophomores decided to put
their hunger to good use.
How did they do this.1
By starting Trinity College's
first Food Club, the aptly named
Tres Gourmet. Says Rossenau,
"By second semester we were
going out to eat at least twice a
week because we loved to experi-
ence different types of food.
Those Mather cheeseburgers just
weren't cutting it anymore, and
all the campus food was just start-
ing to feel repetitive."
After finding that similar sen-
timents were shared on campus,
Kremer and Rossenau spread the
word and started an official club.
"We wanted a place on campus
where we could not only learn
how to cook food, but experiment
with it too. Anyone can learn how
to make pancakes, but how many
people on campus know how to
prepare a traditional tapas meal?"
Rossenau says.
Tres Gourmet would also like
to expand beyond the confines of
just Trinity. One of
their goals for the
year is to bring in
chefs from some of the
acclaimed restaurants
around Hartford, such as Max's
Oyster Bar, to teach cooking les-
sons ranging from the simple
(how to properly cut carrots) to
the complex (how to keep a souf-
fle from falling).
It is all of the members' hope
that by having tutorial sessions
like this and holding cooking
demonstrations, they can add a bit
of life into every Trinity student's
food experience.
"We're interested in sharing
our love of food with everyone,"
says Rossenau. "Cooking, for
both men and women, is a life
skill that everyone should have.
see GOURMET on page 13
True Trinity Story: The Sobering Life of an Underage Senior
The Promised Land: The Tap, a mystical
JENNY DUNN
FEATURES EDITOR
Hi. My name is Jenny, and I am an
underage senior. I can't get into Bourbon
Street. 1 can't even get into The Tap. I have
to send my friends to the package store
with a special order. When I go out to eat,
wine with dinner is simply not an option.
Now, all of these things would be
somewhat bearable if I was a sophomore,
although, ironically enough, when I was a
sophomore I had a very workable ID. At
least once a week I could be found at the
liquor store, making friends with the owner
over the "fact" that I was "from Boston"
and "a huge Sox fan." He congratulated me
on my upcoming "graduation," and when I
showed up again the following fall, I
Abi Moldover
land open only to those over 21.
explained that I was taking "graduate"
classes.
As difficult as it was to lead a double
life, and as awful as I felt about deceiving
the nice man, I would much prefer to
return to my sophomore existence than to
live the way I do now, five weeks away
from my 21st birthday, with an ID in my
wallet that says I'm 25. Not real helpful at
the Tap, as I found out on my first night of
senior year.
Besides, I was abroad last semester. I
could drink as much cheap Czech beer and
absinthe as my little heart desired and no
harm could come of it. At least not legally.
There should be a law that anyone under
the age of 21 who has spent significant
time overseas is granted immediate of-age
status upon re-entering the homeland. Isn't
it just a cruel, cruel world?
How did it come to this? Well, it all
began in 1988, when, at the age of 4, my
mother sent me to kindergarten. This is a
bone that I've picked with her many times
in recent months, yet she still insists that I
was begging her to let me go to school
because I didn't want to stay at home with
her.
While this in itself is not hard to
believe, I still wish that she had put me
through a year of misery at the age of 4
rather than at the age of 20. "But you were
eighth in your class," she protests, to which
I coolly reply, "Yes, and I could have been
valedictorian."
Perhaps I could have avoided this
problem by going to a state school or com-
munity college, where PG years are
unheard of. Maybe then I wouldn't feel
like a bizarre Doogie Howser. Maybe I
metaphor, right?
Truthfully, there are only a few occa-
sions on which my age really matters.
Thursday nights, of course, are slightly
annoying. I generally spend them in my
pajamas with a few glasses - or a box - of
wine, watching taped All My Children or
old episodes of Sex in the City with anoth-
er underage friend (thank goodness for
underage friends). This method of achiev-
ing inebriation is cheaper and much more
comfortable than Bourbon Street, in my
opinion.
Birthdays are another tricky matter.
Many of my friends here at Trinity are on
the brink of turning 22. Yes, they are a full
year older than me.
As much as I would love to celebrate
this step closer to old age with them by
singing "Summer Nights" on Tap karaoke
night, I have to settle for buying them a
I suppose that my youth has the potential to break
down class distinctions ... making it possible for me to
cast my line into the dating sea of every class.
wouldn't be running into freshmen who
are older than I am.
On the other hand, I suppose that my
youth has the potential to break down class
distinctions (between sophomores and sen-
iors, not between the peasantry and the
aristocracy), ultimately making it possible
for me to cast my line into the dating sea of
every class. It seems unlikely that I'll catch
a younger fish than myself. Good
really nice present and volunteering to be
the designated driver.
As for my own birthday, I'm hoping
that it will be the event of the season. I've
already made a declarative statement that
anyone who I have ever met or have ever
hoped to meet must be present. Hey, you all
can come, too. It will look like I have more
friends. But don't forget to bring presents.
And/or booze. And/or freshmen guys.
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BRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES WRITER
Some forms of flirting are
more effective than others. I
would not, for example, recom-
mend doing the following:
"Where you walking to my
luscious, white rose?" and, "Hey
baby, how'd you like to be the
cream in my coffee?" are among
the best come-on lines that I've
received during my urban com-
mute. Coupled with the pursed
lip, sneering expression, the
greetings are enough to make
this "strawberry milkshake" cur-
dle.
While I'll credit these men
with being more original than the
average guy, I have to wonder
what makes them think that call-
ing a girl "vanilla extract" will
illicit any response other than a
dirty look. Do they honestly
think that all it takes to woo a
woman is to shout out her ethnic
food group?
One day, I'm going to lose it.
This morning, I was a heartbeat
away from turning around and
exclaiming, "How can you
believe that your behavior will
win you my phone number and,
P.S., I am NOT your Mamacita!"
The irony is, these hedonists
only single me out when I am in
the company of significantly
more attractive girls. Some
would find it flattering that I am
the "chosen one," but I think it's
insulting. It's as if they know
that the other ladies are too good
for them and they are settling for
the pasty girl who is more in their
league.
Furthermore, I've never been
solicited by anyone who was sim-
ilarly chalky. They have all pos-
sessed a certain element of for-
eign flavor. I don't mean to
imply that I am turned off by
these men because of this. In
fact, ever since I saw Bombay
Dreams I have been in search of a
nice Indian boy to fulfill my
Bangra fantasies. I am just say-
ing that these types of cat-calls
seem to be a markedly non-
Caucasian phenomenon.
This summer, I was stopped
in the middle of the street by one
of these types, who asked if I
knew where the nearest subway
was and if I knew of a good place
to party. I was wearing a pink,
popped collared shirt, paisley
skirt and pearls. What the heck
would I know of subways?
And seeing as my only
knowledge of partying in New
t© Lew
York comes from watching
episodes of Sex and the City in
my very suburban home, I could-
n't be of much service in that
department either. Why bother
insulting my intelligence? If he
was going to make such a trans-
parent attempt at conversation he
should have asked me if I knew
where the nearest Polo store was
located. At least that would have
engaged me beyond the obligato-
ry, "No, I'm sorry."
As soiled as I may feel imme-
diately following these kinds of
encounters, there is something to
be said for a person who lays it all
out there. Maybe these men are
the real romantics, the kind of guy
who believes so deeply in love
that he doesn't bother playing
games and who isn't afraid to cel-
ebrate beauty.
But why is it that he is never
the man that we want? We have
grown so accustomed to covering
what we can't have, that if a guy
initiates a relationship based on
whispering sweet-nothings (or
yelling, them on a crowded
avenue) then we become automat-
ically spoiled and disinterested.
So how does a girl alert some-
one that she is interested without
sounding too desperate or too
cold? My questionable approach
is often considered too brash, but
I find that it does the trick.
If you are feeling particularly
see HOW on page 13
SPEND A SEMESTER
OVERSEAS
(and stay in the U.S.)
Learn in the vibrant, multi-cultural community of Honolulu. Enjoy a
university experience like no other. Be far away, but at home with the
language and customs. It all adds up to a semester you'll never forget.
A Semester ALMOST Abroad at the
University of Hawaii at Manoa.
For complete information,
visit www.hawaii.edu/aimost or email almost@hawaii.edu
On-campus housing and meals available.
The University of Hawai'i at Manoa is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.
Around Trinity
By the hammer of Thor, AT just adores theme
parties. AT also has a soft spot for pledges. So
when you combine the two, AT goes a little
wild, just like some of those bunny rabbits hop-
ping around on Saturday night.
And the Playmate of the Month is ...
AT's make-a-wish dream finally came true on
Saturday night, when two of the campus' most
illustrious Greek organizations transported AT
to the Playboy Mansion. Not only was AT
treated to more corsets than are sold in
Frederick's of Hollywood, but there was a veri-
table army of Hefner clones as well. Happily,
an ensemble of Chippendales dancers were
also present, ensuring that AT saw enough
skin to make Britney blush. Long live the Hef!
A Dangerous Game of Twister.
AT saw a few daring, unsuperstitious souls
risking not only their necks but their gradua-
tion years as they dared to play a game of
Twister on the infamous Long Walk plaque.
AT wonders if, after this stimulating activity,
the participants performed any preventative
measures - to reverse the curse, obvi.
Spider-man 3: Attack of the Green Monster
On Saturday night, a creature with a green
face was spotted scaling the outside walls of
Hansen, making it all the way to the window of
the second-floor lounge, where some inno-
cent girls were watching baseball. A green
monster mysteriously appeared on the same
night that the Sox manage to win - coinci-
dence? AT thinks not.
Speaking of the Red Sox ...
AT has a talent for being in at least 1 places at
once; hence, it was possible for AT to be at
Fenway on Saturday night. AT's favorite
moment of the night was the following insult,
shouted by a drunk Bostonian to New York
outfielder Gary Sheffield: "Hey Sheffield!
Yoah mothah eats Sniekahs?" Translation:
"Your mother eats Snickers." It's funnier in the
native tongue.
Costumes Part n -^
AT was also delighted that not only were there
bunnies and chipmunks running around on
Saturday night, but blasts from the past as
well! AT has never been so happy to see girls
rocking out in 8o's style workout gear. Side
ponytails are making a comeback, mark AT's
words. Other pledges were seen wearing dis-
posable painter jumpsuits. AT was not really
sure why they were sporting the coveralls, but
AT would like a new paint job in AT's room if
they're open for business.
Where's Cinderella?
AT noticed an abundance of fairy godmothers
and princesses walking around campus on
Monday, complete with wands and lots of
feathers and pink skirts. If they're so magical,
then why are there still no Odwallas in the
cave? AT is very disappointed. AT hopes they
read this and bring back the fruity delicious-
ness that AT misses so much.
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And what better way to start than as a hun-
gry college student?"
Rossenau's thoughts seem to be echoed
on campus, as many students have expressed
interest in learning everything from how to
this career any farther after school.
However, both name cooking as their
favorite hobby and are sure to continue to
create new culinary masterpieces for a
long time to come.
If you feel as strongly about souffle as
"Learning an appreciation for food is always an
excellent idea." - Sarah Lappe '06.
fillet a steak to how to properly heat choco-
late for fondue. "Learning an appreciation
for food is always an excellent idea" says
Sarah Lappe '06. "Especially when you're
eating it!" echoes Chris Simpson '06.
And what do the founding members
plan to do with these newfound skills after
college? Interestingly, both of them are
pre-med and don't really plan on pursuing
these students do, meetings are open to
everyone. Tres Gourmet meets every
Sunday night at 7 p.m. in the Jackson
lounge. Cooking sessions are held in the
Interfaith house's kitchen.
To learn more, you can also email




continued from page 12
daring, single out a detail about the guy
who captures your fancy and then find a
way to turn it into something that sounds
like it could be an insult. I usually go with
the "Hey, kid in the blue shirt," approach.
Once you've learned the person's name,
continue to address him by this detail and
when you're parting, close with a "Nice to
meet you, blue shirt boy."
Although many would find this tactic
irritating and alarming, it's good way to put
you en route to relationship hazing. This
is my preliminary phase of "eliminating the
weak." Any guy who can't handle a little
name-calling isn't worth your time.
Maybe my method is no better than
belting out "my sweet mocha." Perhaps
my street friends are also trying to eliminate
the weak. But if you do manage to hook
someone, do not hesitate before calling. If
you wait three days to contact the potential
love interest, it just shows that you have
been thinking about calling this person for
three days straight. It doesn't make you
look cooler, or less eager, it makes you look
like someone who adheres too strictly to the
antiquated "rules." If he or she is still on
your mind three days after the initial meet-
ing, then that says a lot If you're thinking
about him or her the day after you meet,
then call the day after you meet.
But one warning: you may want to
think twice before using the name of








Thomas Cook Brown '15 has also deemed himself worthy
enough to rise from the dead and offer wisdom on pigeons, the
Great War, and that new sport of Basketball. He hopes that his
advice will not only help the new generation of Bantams to be
better people, but to learn valuable lessons about the importance
of shoe leather and talking with animal friends.
- <=Ee.ft-UAfty 19
Oh Aquarius, in this time of impending War,
it is important to remember two things:
Potatoes can be made into a Variety of
dishes, and bootstraps can add a nice fla-
vor to Vegetable soup. \Vrth these Life Les-
sens you are sure to never go hungry and




Pisces, a sign Lite you enjoys Water. So,
with that in mind, why don't you consider
joining the military's Latest project the
Coastal Cjuard? It might buoy your chance
with the mermaids, if you know what I
mean. Chuckle, 'bollocks to those who
say the ELarfch's round, that boat can take
you to the edge of the WorLd.
AfUES
- Af>ftJL 13
A strong ram Like yourseLf. Aries, should
not be at home darning socks. No siree,
your future Lies in the exciting new fieLd of
aeronautics. That's right, one day within
the next ten years, America WiLL have a
new state ... the moon that is! So get on
the bandwagon earLy to become the first
space cowboy.
A P R J L 20 - MAy 20
Those newfangLed automobiLes may cause
Lots of probLems. but hopefuLLy those
things they caLL "stop signs" WiLL put an
end to hooLigans who Like to run oVer
schoolchildren. On that note, do not neg-
Lect your education. Taurus, and make suns
to study up on your pastry abiLities. every-
body counts in the War effort!
M A X 2 1 - O U W E 21
Ever since franz Ferdinand Went up and
got himself kiLLed. things just haven't been
the same, now have they. CJeminiP UoW
does this reLate to you. you might ask?
Well it's simpLe rithmatic. you see. E>ut I
don't reaLLy have time to explain right now.
it's just that simpLe. You see what (
mean? Of course you do. bright young pup.
O U N E 22 - O u u v 22
With the new dedication of the \\/iLLiams
lv|£moriaL Library, you might be spending a
fortnight just reveling at our new collec-
tion of nautical periodicals. Cancer! B>ut in
your free time, try to Leave some room for
relaxation. A nice game of cricket on the
quandrangle should do you good. \Vho
doesn't enjoy a game of balls and sticks?
O u u / 23 - A U G U S T 22
Thfi obnoxious young chap James Joyce
may have just written that book about
Dublin, but who says you can't be next
Leo? You should start Writing the great
tJartford noveL now. and by the time you
graduate you'll be Worth hundreds, maybe
JllOUSAtiVS of dollars. Mow that's a
goal Worth Working towards.
A U G U S T 23 - Seo reMe©?. 22
ALthough you may have dreamed as a Lit-
t le boy of sailing 'round the tip of .South
America, new technology has made that
unnecessary, Virgo. Just go to Panama to
get to California! lv|ake sure to bring Lots
of reading, because the journey might be
Long, but if you're Lucky, maybe you'll be an
Aztec princess or find riches!
SEPTEMfcEft. 23 - OCTO&EA. 22
Ejjbe VaddeLL that great baseball UaLL
of famer may have died this year, but keep
that spirit aLiVe. Ubra and try. to hit one
out of the park in whatever you do this
Week! Put on that new pink bowtie! Pust
off that cummerbund for the Weekend and
take your girL out for a nsaL good time on
New Britain Ave.
O C T O B E R . 23 - Movaw&ER. 21
Scorpio, this month, take a cue from
tV|artha. the passenger pigeon, and fly high
and strong] I don't reaLLy know what that
means, but the wee birds outside of my
window told me that that Was the key to
eternal happiness and good fortune. And I
believe them and thus pass on this bit of
advice to you. fair friend.
SAGffTAAJUS
NoV/EM&Eft. 22 - DECEM&Eft. 21
\Vith the opening of our new student union,
you WiLL have plenty of time to hang with
the chums, Sagittarius. Use this time
wiseLy. for you may be in the presence of
greatness. Stay on the good side of a l l
the 'bantams and you WiLL be sure to go
Very far in Life. And make sure your sus-
penders are good and tight!
OECEMfcEft. 22 - OANUAfty 13
ALthough outside our campus may be fear
of impending doom, every good boy on the
inside knows the real issue: shouLd there
be a basketbaLL team? Capricorn, it. is up
to you to decide. So start campaigning
now for that dang hoop to go up in our
gymnasium and support our &antams, L?ud
and proud!
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Julie Sarke: Helping Hillel
Educate Those of All Faiths
TMJK
continued from page 1
to my Jewish service, I will go to your
[insert religion here] service.
Sarke was raised a Reform Jew. She
recalled, "My parents were involved really
only so I would have a Jewish education.
Most of what I learned about Judaism
came from my experiences at Brandeis."
During her first two years of college, Sarke
was only peripherally involved with the
Hillel chapter at Brandeis. However,
toward her Junior and Senior years she
became increasingly active.
She mentioned, "Most JCSC fellows
were not their Hillel president... For some
of tunes I have found that the students have
made me think a lot more about the religion
and the culture because they have brought
up questions that I hadn't thought too much
about in the past."
Her main goal is to bring students in
and make them feel welcome, regardless of
their religious background. Sarke stated,
"It's really true that anyone is welcome at
Hillel events."
While Brandeis is 52 percent Jewish,
Trinity boasts a population of only 200
Jewish students. This allows Sarke to get to
know her students really well. She says the
programming is easier here than it was at
"... I have found that the students have made me
think a lot more about the [Jewish] religion and the
culture..." - Julie Sarke, JCSC Fellow
really observant people it may be more dif-
ficult to see the tensions between general
social life and wanting to have a Jewish
identity." Many of the JCSC fellows go on
to rabbinic school, but Sarke plans on
obtaining a Masters degree in Public
Administration with a concentration in
non-profit management. She said, "I am
interested in urban planning and AIDS pre-
vention education. There are many Jewish
organizations that work in these areas, but
I am not sure whom I want to work with
yet. I want to keep my options open."
Already, Sarke is helping students
learn about then- Jewish identity or the
Jewish faith in general. She reflects, "A lot
Brandeis, because there is no politicking
between different Jewish student groups.
She says, "At Trinity, Hillel is like a
family because there are so few Jewish stu-
dents that you can't have seven different
Jewish groups meeting on the same week-
end." While she's here, she plans to help
Lisa Kassow to maintain the Hillel family
on campus, while bringing in students of
non-Jewish faiths with "learner services"
that would explain Jewish rituals such as
Shabbat.
She also said, "We are hoping to do
some prograrnming with the Chapel this
year to promote more cross-cultural and
cross-religion events."
In order to celebrate the Tripod's 100 year anniversary, the Features section proudly
presents an abridged archived article from Nov. 1, 1968, Vol. LKV1I, No. 14. Now if only
we knew the meaning of 'bandersnatch'...
Shun the Frumious Bandersnatcb
By David Sarasohn
Now that Trinity has recovered from its original 12-year-old-on-his-first-date reac-
tion to the Vassar Exchange, a slightly detached approach might be in order. With its
customary selflessness, the Frumious Bandersnatch will attempt this.
There are, of course, some advantages to it. Freshmen will see what a girl looks like,
("Over there, Irving, going into Psi U!") There will actually be girls in a minute fraction
of College classes, and some lucky Trinity students will actually get to go to Vassar
(although as one candidate commented last week, "Vassar's a nice place to visit drunk,
but I wouldn't -want to live there sober.")
The effect of 25 girls here will be inevitably negligible except for making life some-
what more pleasant for about 40 Trinity people (vassar girls being a fickle lot.)
But the problem of Trinity students so far is that there has been no attempt to con-
sider the exchange from the Vassarites point of view, to see •whether and why a Vassar
girl should want to come here. There are several reasons on both sides.
A reason not to is the strongly limited nature of Trinity's curriculum. Trinity has,
for example, no horseback riding department, -which many Vassar girls major in. This is
comparable to a pre-med attending a school without a chemistry department or having
a chemistry department with no majors. Even conceding a certain amount of adventur-
ousness, it is a bit much to ask a serious student to miss Cantering 203.
This could of course, be remedied. Students have often suspected that the Ferris
Athletic Center was good for something, and perhaps this is it. Laying several squash
courts end to end would just make a groovy stable, and probably many Trinity students
would join in a brisk trot to the Life Sciences Center/and then go up and drop by
Williams Memorial. This is just an example of the many curricular improvements to be
wrought by the exchange.
Balanced against this, however, is Trinity's location. In a balmier cHme than either
Williams or Colgate, Trinity also has the incomparable Hartford, Connecticut, a town
to awaken any Vassarites social conscience. A mere few miles from the College as the
MG corners is the North End, where one can come directly from Poughkeepsie and see
actual poverty. Tours could be organized: "Yessirree, friends, everyone is a guaranteed
pauper!" They could even go up there sometime and teach modern dance.
But the greatest advantage from Trinity is yet to be noted. Just think, 1200 Trinity
students to shoot down, to dump on, to look down on, one by one or in groups, without
reference to race, creed, color, or place of national origin! That has to be even better
than a Villager.
This Week at Career Services
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Sundance Winner Coming
lo Speak About Indie Film
Sky Captain: A Spectacle to
GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
Next week the Theater 7
Dance departments Seabury
series will begin. In this series
the department brings a wide
variety of artists that span across
all mediums and backgrounds to
campus where they will perform,
lecture, or hold a workshop. This
semester, the series is starring off
on a high note with a lecture and
workshop by Tom Noonan.
Let me explain who Tom
Noonan is, as I'm sure you've
seen him before, but had no idea
what his name was. Noonan is an
actor who has had prominent
roles in such Hollywood films as
Manhunter, Last Action Hero,
Robocop 2, The Man With One
Red Shoe, The Astronaut's Wife,
Mystery Train, and Heat. Noonan
is also a highly regarded play-
wright and screenwriter who has
written a great deal for television.
He is a composer, who has
composed music for a number of
television shows and films.
Finally, and perhaps most impres-
sively, Nooriari is" a prominent
independent film director who
won the Grand Jury Prize, as well
as the Waldo Salt Screenwriting
Award, at Sundance in 1994 for
his film What Happened Was. . .
His second film, The Wife, was
nominated for the Grand Jury,
prize in 1995. His third film,
Wang Dang, is currently making
its way through the circuit of film
festivals, with a premiere at the
Hampton Film Festival coming
up in October.
Meanwhile, Noonan also
owns and runs the Paradise
Theater, where he often produces
his own work, as well as lends out
his space to others. He is also a
visiting professor of acting at
Yale University, and holds elite
playwriting and acting classes in
his New York location. Simply
speaking, Noonan is a very
accomplished individual. Charlie
Kaufman, the writer of Eternal
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind and
Adaptation, among others, often
cites Noonan as his writing idol
and inspiration.
The reason I know so much
about Noonan, other than because
I put his name in on the Internet
Movie Database, is because I
spent my last two summers work-
ing for him. Now, allow me to
"reminisce on how I came across
this sweet internship.
I had high hopes for an amaz-
ing summer internship my sopho-
see HOLLYWOOD on page 17
Arfcways Presents
Drum P\\cko Exhibit
"It's almost like photojournal-
ism," Bowen concluded. Delano
smiled while walking through
Real Art Ways' special Creative
Cocktail Hour, a monthly event
where academics hob-knob.
Noticeably exhausted by his
admirers' comments, he watched
PEDRO BERMUDEZ
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Look! Look at this photo here
... you can almost see it move!,"
said Erik Bowen, the head projec-
tionist at the Sept. 16 opening of
Pablo Delano's latest photogra-
phy exhibit, Drum Trinidad: Skin
www.realartvvays.com
A fish costume at a festival in Queen's Park, Savanah.
and Steel. Bowen pulled me
towards the picture depicting an
Indian man on the floor assem-
bling a bass drum. With a cloth
covered hand, bare-chested and
sweaty, the man in the photo was
pulling hard on a rope as he tight-
ened the skins over the wooden
drum.
as the steel band played.
Trinidad, which is the size of
Delaware, is one of the world's
foremost oil producing countries.
Consequently, the island has
more metal barrels to hold oil
than it does people. But, the peo-
see PHOTOS on page 16
NICK CALLAHAN
ARTS WRITER
Sky Captain and the World of
Tomorrow is a daring and innova-
tive film from first time director
Kerry Conran, and is one of the
most visually impressive films to
first of its kind, a movie in which
there are no sets. Every actor
worked in front of a blue screen,
and the sets were digitally added
later. Some naysayers dismiss
this technique as a mere gimmick.
I am hesitant to use the word rim-
www.marvwolfman.com
Giant robots converge on a single location.
come out in a while. But there is
more to it than just its unique
visual style. It is a fun and enjoy-
able movie and a great homage to
classic action films, serials, and
comic books.
The movie opens with a large
blimp, the Hindenburg JJI, dock-
ing with the spire of the Empire
State Building. It is a spectacular
sight, one that may not have been
possible >if this was atraditional
movie. But Sky Captain is the
mick since this implies that the
filmmakers were trying to trick
you into liking the movie, but this
is not the case.
The great thing about these
digital backgrounds is that they
free Conran from traditional
restraints and allow him to recre-
ate the New York City of 1939.
The huge, elaborate sets on which
Conran relies would not have
b&n posfible tlfemake, given time
and budget deficiencies, without
digital technology.
Sky Captain is the first movie
to employ this type of filmmaking
but it will not be the last. In fact,
in the next few years there will be
several other movies that use this
technique, including Sin City and
Casshern.
The best and most refreshing
part of Sky Captain is that it
depends not only on fantastic
images but supports them with a
solid story. After a short intro-
duction to the city of New York,
during which the audience learns
that esteemed scientists are disap-
pearing and presumed dead, enor-
mous robots fill the sky and begin
landing and causing general may-
hem in the city. The police and
their weapons are useless again
the marauding machines, and, in
typical serial fashion, a radio sig-
nal is sent out to Joe "Sky
Captain" Sullivan (Jude Law), a
daring and skilled pilot. During
this attack, ace reporter Polly
Perkins, played by Gwyneth
Paltrow, is out in the streets
attempting to take pictures of the
robots. She soon finds herself in
danger and is rescued by the
dashing Sky Captain. Joe and
Polly, who we discover are old
see SKY on page 18
Vanity Fair Sept. 29-30, Oct. 1-2
29-1 at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 2 also at 2:30 p.m.
(2004) William Makepeace Thackeray's scathing satire of imperial British society cre-
ated one of the most modern heroines in all of Western literature. Becky Sharp, the daugh-
ter of a French chorus girl and a British artist, schemes her way to the highest reaches of
aristocratic privilege, before her' inevitable fall back to earth. Mira Nair {Monsoon
Wedding, Salaam Bombay1.) has a deft understanding of the intricate sexual and class pol-
itics of the day, and Reese Witherspoon brings a hint of vulnerability to Becky's notori-
ously fetching self-confidence. A wonderful spectacle of 19th century England.
Bukowski: Born Into This Oct 1-2
10:15 p.m.
(2004) 2004 is the year of the documentary, with an amazing total of 45 getting a U.S.
theatrical release. While Fahrenheit 9/11 may be the most well-known, many others are
winning fans, from Control Room to Outfoxed to The Corporation. Born Into This is not
overtly political, but it is a don't miss event for fans of the messed-up, working-class hero
who went from delivering the mail to writing novels and poems that blow apart the
American Dream. In a series of outrageous interviews, Bukowski comes across as raunchi-
er and more vulnerable than Mickey Rourke's portrayal in Barfly. Expressing their affec-
tion for the man onscreen is a motley crew: Tom Waits, Sean Penn, Harry Dean Stanton,
Bukowski's second wife, and the drinking buddies who may have known him best.
Yoga Unveiled Oct. 3
2 p.m.
(2004) A special presentation of a film produced and directed by Gita Desai, who will
be introduce this screening and meet with the audience following the event. Much has
been written about the tradition of Yoga, but this is the first time its evolution and essence
have been traced on film. Please call 860-677-5660 for further information about this
event.
Intimate Strangers Oct. 3-5
7:30 p.m.
(2004) A beautiful blonde woman lies on a sofa in her therapist's darkened room,
spilling out the intimate details of her troubled marriage. However, in a twist that
Hitchcock would have loved, the woman (Sandrine Bonnaire) has mistakenly wandered
into the office not of her psychiatrist, but of a repressed tax accountant (Fabrice Luchini).
Tempted by her openness and seductive beauty, he does nothing to clear up the error.
Director Patrice Leconte, who also made Monsieur Hire, The Widow of St. Pierre and The
Man on the Train, is a master of wicked humor and the unpredictable results of erotic
attraction.
The Corporation Oct. 6-12
7:30 p.m., Oct. 9-10 also at 2:30 p.m.
(2004) Cinestudio presents the special one week premiere of a blistering new docu-
mentary from Canada that asks an unusual question: if a corporation, under U.S. law, is
treated as an individual, what kind of person might they be? The filmmakers put FBI pro-
filer Robert Hare on the case, and his diagnosis is full of words like 'personality disorder'
and 'psychopathic'. Mark Achbar, who made Manufacturing Consent, collaborates with
Jennifer Abbott to investigate how corporations function in - and undermine - a democra-
cy, interviewing corporate CEOs, Nobel Prize winners, Michael Moore, and Noam
Chomsky.
cinestudio.org
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Boston Pop-Punk and
Polo Shirts Mix Well
Portray festival Life in Trinidad
continued from page 15
pie of Trinidad responded by
using these barrels to create the
steel drum. In an interview with
the Hartford Advocate Delano
described the steel drum as "a
beautiful metaphor that's come
www.realartways.com
jah-jah poses at a festival.
out of the refuse and the throw-
aways of industrialization." Later
in the interview he also points out
that the steel drum, created by the
Afro-Caribbean musicians of
Trinidad "is the only acoustic
instrument invented in the 20th
century."
For seven years Delano cap-
tured Trinidad's musical energy
on film, candidly freezing
moments ranging from young
boys on the bed of a pickup truck
packed with Caribe beer, to one
striking image of a muscular
black man striking a metal barrel.
In this last photo, the man's
movement is slightly blurred, and
half of his body looks as though
it's on fire. Several images cap-
ture individuals communicating
with one another through music
as if it were their truest language.
One telling picture of a steel
orchestra illustrates the music
being usurped by the wealthy
European elite. The musicians, all
black and dressed in tuxedos,
stare at their conductor who is out
of the frame. The musicians seem
tense, as if in competition with
one another. The image contrast-
ed heavily with those depicting
Trinidadian pan players on the
street, carefully listening to one
www.realartways.com
Marchers play with steel drums around their necks.
www realortways com
Moko-jumbie in Port of Spain.
another, and completely unafraid
of communicating through music.
The power behind a drum's
beat seems to be bonded to the
beat of our hearts. Delano's pho-
tographs reveal the drumming
culture of Trinidad to be a strong
unifier of hearts. Drum Trinidad:
Skin and Steel blends the two in a
way that shows how an uninhibit-
ed village can speak truthfully
with the world around it.
The full exhibit is on display
at Real Artways, and will be
hanging through Oct. 17. To truly
experience some incredible
accomplishments in the world of
photography, and to try to capture
the spirit of the steel drum, I
strongly recommend a visit.
continued from page 1
College Activities Council, the
campus organization responsible
for planning the concert, said that
the presence of the game most
likely attracted more concert
goers. Because of their intense
loyalty to their home team, the
Dropkick Murphys follow a poli-
cy of not playing during Sox
games. Saturday was no excep-
tion, and a fair amount of tension
began to build as the game went
into its seventh inning tied. Many
were worried the band would not
go on until much later, especially
as the tie lasted into the eighth.
Worries that the show would
be delayed, or even cancelled if
the Sox lost, turned out to be
unfounded, or at the very least
unnecessary, when the Sox broke
the tie to score an additional
seven runs, beating the Yankees
12 to five.
Because the opening acts had
been contracted to play at certain
times, the musical acts had to
begin before the game ended.
Despite a bit of disapproval from
sports fans, the sound to the game
was cut off so that the opening
acts could be heard.
Local band Renata received a
warm welcome from Hartford
fans, many of whom had come to
support their hometown musi-
cians. According to some, how-
ever, the positive reaction may
not have been intended for
Renata: Trinity students applaud-
ed more for the Red Sox than they
did for the band.
Shortly after the game's con-
clusion, at around 11:15 p.m., the
Dropkick Murphys took the
stage. Despite the heterogeneous
music tastes represented in the
audience, (as well as many audi-
ence members' unfamiliarity with
punk culture) the Dropkick
Murphys were warmly received.
One of the reasons TCAC had
chosen the Murphys, their pen-
chant for audience interaction,
quickly exhibited itself.
Audience members were invited
up on stage and those that knew
the songs sung along. Among the
band's more popular songs were
the energetic punk anthems
"Barroom Hero," "Kiss Me, I'm
S**tfaced," and "Tessie."
In all, the event was viewed
by TCAC as. a success. Worries
that the concert's relatively early
scheduling (last year's Pat
McGee concert was on November
15) might result in a lack of inter-
est proved to be unfounded.
While it may not have been the
packed house most punk bands
are used to playing. TCAC
believed the turnout to be far bet-
ter than expected. Said Croog,
"We all buckled together and







THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! %On~€ampm Memewg!
Thursday, September 30
New Line Cinema- Internship in Publicity
Aprisma Management Technologies- Account Manager -
Tribune FOX 61 WTIC TV- Master Control Operator (P/T); Tribune
Television Account Executive; Traffic Assistant; News Reporter;
Technical Director; Community Affairs Manager
Talcott Mountain Science Center and Academy- Math Teaching Position
Brooklyn Children's Museum- Cultural Exhibition Position
Recyciine, Inc.- Inside Sales aad Administrative Representative
Priority Funding- Outside Sales Representative
Quadriga Art- Marketing Support Coordinator
Attorney Heather Marceilie- Office Assistant (p/t or fit)
Hispanic Health Council- Research Assistant
Park Main Associates. IXC— Administrative Assistant
Infinity Broadcasting- Production Assistant
Women's Learning Partnership for Rights, Development and Peace-
Program Assistant
SCORE! Educational Centers- Assistant Director
Minority Business Ventures, Inc.- Assistant to the President
Global Financial Credit, LLC- Finance Manager
Appel Farms Arts and Music Center- Box Office/ Marketing Associate
Intern; Assistant Events Coordinator/Intern
Koto- Sales Associate
Goodman Resources- Human Resources Isternship
Non Profit Capital. Management, LLC- Account Representative
The Green Mountain Club- Various Seasonal Jobs
Friday. October 1
% Pioneer Financial Group (Interviews on Campus 10/6/04)-
Financial Haraser/ FiRa»e!aI Advisor
: Friday, October 1
The Late Show with Craig Eilborn-Spring Intern
Goodman Resources— Registered Sales Assistant; Investment
Management Admin. Assistant; Administrative-Personal Assistant;
Charter Oak Health Center- Data Entry Clerk
International SaleZ- Computer Science Major/ Writing Codes
Boys and Girls Ciub of Hartford- Athletic Coordinator; Education/
Technology Coordinator; Youth Development Professional;
Program Director
- Friday,October. 1
Partners Research Center- Laboratory Technician; Clinical Lab Technician
Maxwell Marketing Group- Entry Level Marketing Associate
New York Civilian Complaint Review Board— Entry Level Investigator
InnSeason Resorts- Marketing Representative
LEARH- Part-Time Reading Instructor; Care Coordinator • .:.
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center-Child Life Assistant
City of New York- Councilmember de Blasio's District Office Internship;
Councihnember de Biasio's City Hall Internship; Legislative
Communications Internship :
Footprints Recruiting Incorporated-Teach English in China; Teach in
South Korea; Teach in Taiwan
Britain Marshall Scholarships- Marshall Scholarship 2005
Sunday., October 3
CSN Stores— Customer Service Role with Fast Growing
E-Commerce Company
Tuesday, October 5
WGAL-TV-Full Time General Assignment Nightside Reporter
Thursday, October7
Cambridge Brand Analytics-Research Data Analyst
Jiangsu Province Working Association for Foreign Experts- ESL
Teacher in China ;•
Friday, October 8 '
The Hartford- Business Analyst Internship Opportunity
Sttadav. October 10
George J.Mitchell Scholarship Fund— George J. Mitchell Scholarship
Wednesday. October 13
; EF Education-Regional Accounts Coordinator
Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to §:90 PM
Walk-In tours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to S;0© PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates OR
events , special programs and job listings
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Hollywood Actor, Tom Noonan,
Holds Acting Workshop at Trinity
continued from page 15
more year. I had sent in my resumes to
seven different organizations in mid-
January, all related to film production,
screenwriting, or theater, and I heard back
from none of them. After falling into a
deep depression, with spells of weeping, at
the very end of May, I began frantically
searching for an internship related to film
or theater even-remotely.
I heard back from one person: Tom
Noonan. He e-mailed me in the morning,
asking to meet me in the afternoon. I
bussed into New York (yes, I live in New
Jersey), caught the A train down to the East
Village, and went to the Paradise Theater.
There he was nowhere to be found. He
then called me up and told me to come up
to his apartment across the street.
Thoughts of being brutally raped and beat-
en flashed through my mind, but I dis-
missed such notions as, at the time, my
stomach was kind of flabby, and I wouldn't
have been the most attractive victim.
When I knocked on his door a deep and
guttural voice told me to enter. I walked in
to find him sitting at his kitchen table, with
absolutely no lights on in the apartment.
Standing over 6'5", shrouded in shadows,
with a giant bushy beard and bald head, I
was admittedly somewhat intimidated.
Regardless, L.satacross from him, and con-
versed with him for well over two hours.
He never asked for my resum'e, or any ref-
erences, and I felt him asking me what
school I went to was just casual chat. I
started my internship with him the next
day, with my first task being to take some
of his checks to the bank for deposit He's
quite a trusting fellow.
What I really got out of the experience
other than a much stronger understanding
of the business of film, a proficiency in all
of the major film editing tools, a number of
good contacts, and a couple of friends, is a
much stronger understanding of screen-
writing and acting.
I sat in on a multitude of his classes.
Noonan sees acting through space and
intimidation. Confrontations should be
bodily, as opposed to merely vocally. If an
actor feels like it, he should invade another
actor's space, and that actor must respond
by either walking away, or dealing with
that violation.
As for writing, Noonan talks mainly of
subtext, avoiding melodrama at all costs.
While this is really just a basic rule for
most writers, unless one is writing melo-
drama specifically, Noonan talks about this
subtext in terms of the lines and the actors.
He often avoids direct emotional readings
and overly descriptive stage directions. It
was really just incredible for me to begin to
understand writing from the actor's per-
spective, and opened up new avenues in
my own work.
So if you should have any interest in
taking part in an acting, writing, or direct-
ing workshop with Noonan, you're in luck.
He is coming to Trinity Oct. 5th as the first
artist of mis semester's Seabury 19 series.
He's also going to give a lecture on film-
making. Contact the Theater / Dance
Department if you want to get involved. If
you have any interesting in writing or act-
ing, you would be a fool to miss these
events. : > - • > •
This is B.U.
This could be you.
1HATI0NALPR0GRAIS
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Financial aid is available
BOSTON
Abi Moldover
Last Wednesday Trinity hosted Dance Generators, a troupe of performers
which spans several generations and performs improvised dance routines.
Jazz Festival Comes to
EVAN N ORRIS
ARTS EDITOR
Music plays a dominant role in the life
of a college student. Whether downloading
tunes off the Internet, walking to class with
an iPod grafted to your ear, or playing
songs downstairs with the bass so loud it
causes tremors in the cups of beer in the
room above, one can't escape music on col-
lege campuses. The same holds true for
Trinity. But the students here are largely
exposed to the same types of music: rock,
pop, and rap. This Columbus Day week-
end, things will change, as Trinity students
will encounter another category of sound
that is often overlooked and frequently
misunderstood: jazz.
At least that is what Domingo Guerra,
Artistic Director of the Hartford
International Jazz Festival, would like to
see. "We are trying to get young college
kids involved in the festival," says Guerra,
who runs the festival with Executive
Director Sarah Posner. That is why Guerra
booked Trinity's own Vernon Social Center
as one of the festival's main stages.
Traditionally set in downtown Hartford, the
festival is branching out to incorporate a
younger audience. The two groups to be
featured at the Vernon Social Center, the
Rudresh Mahanthappa Quartet and The
Bad Plus, were chosen partly to attract
those uncomfortable with conventional
jazz.
Mahanthappa, who will open for The
Bad Plus, is a rising star in the jazz com-
munity. A native of India, he infuses his
music with cultural influences, creating a
distinct and rich sound. His instrument of
choice is the alto saxophone, and he is as
comfortable composing music as he is
playing it. Formerly a sideman with other
bands, he is steadily making noise with his
own group. Described as "compelling and
fiercely individualistic" by the Chicago
Tribune, Mahanthappa should not be
missed when he arrives on campus.
see JAZZ on page 18"
Devin Dougherty and John Willis
Monday, Sept 20 to Wednesday Oct. 20 from 1-6 pan.
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
Returning for their sixth Trinity engagement, this renowned string quartet will
be performing Beethoven's Quartet in A Major, Op 18, No. 5; Albert Sammons'
Phantasy Quartet in B Major (1915), and Alexander Borodin's Quartet No. 1 hi A
Major. A presentation of the AAC Guest Artist Series.
Iris DeMent in concert
Wednesday, Sept. 29 at 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Grammy-nominated folk and country artist Ms DeMent is famed for the passion
and raw honesty of her music, whose spirit is closer to small Southern towns than
the bright lights of Nashville. Known for her outstanding harmonies, DeMent's first
album, Infamous Angel, was a huge critical success. This Grammy-nominated artist
has won accolades for her collaborations with Merle Haggard, Nanci Griffith,
Emmylou Harris and John Prine. She appears with special guest Pieta Brown.
Jeffry Walker's Shoot the Messenger
Friday, Oct. 1, Saturday, Oct. 2, Friday, Oct. 8, Saturday Oct. 9
A rural hideout in Connecticut - transportation will be provided by shuttle bus
From commercials at gas pumps to advertisements on fruit, we are being mar-
keted to death—a universal frustration that this satire taps into. An outraged post-
man, fed up with being Madison Avenue's pack mule, fights back by ceasing deliv-
ery of junk mail. The authorities surround his rural hideout. You and a busload
arrive to hear him out. What happens next? Funny stuff.
Studio 19: Tom Noonan
Tuesday, Oct. 5 at 8 pan.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19, 3rd floor
Noonan has appeared in over 40 feature films, including Manhunter, Last Action
Hero, Heat and Robocop 2, along with the original NY stage production of Sam
Shepard's Pulitzer Prize winning "Buried Child." Winner of a 1995 Obie Award for
his play Wifey, and the 1994 Sundance Grand Jury Prize for best narrative feature
for his film, What Happened Was . .., this multi-talented artist will lecture on his
work as an actor and independent filmmaker, as well as his career in the theater. Co-
sponsored by the Film Studies program.
austinarts.org
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Jazz Group The Pad Plus
Soon to Hit Social Center
continued from page 17
The real treat for the Trinity
community, The Bad Plus, will
follow Mahanthappa. Composed
of Reid Anderson, Ethan Iverson,
and David King, The Bad Plus
defies traditional jazz.
By blending the improvisa-
tion of jazz with rock rhythms
and pop melodies, they have
lot more exciting than it is right
now." The festival, now in its
third year, has been trying to
bring to the city a little bit of
everything, but progress has been
slow. Still, some headway has
been made.
Every year, following the
main stage events, restaurants in
the downtown area act as encore
Sky Captain Shows Digital World
"We are trying to get young college kids
involved in the festival."
- Domingo Guerra
forged a unique sound that frus-
trates jazz purists but elates those
more open-minded jazz enthusi-
asts. Besides creating original
material, The Bad Plus does its
own compositions of existing
pieces by jazz masters like
Omette Coleman. Also, the band
covers and infuses jazz into rock
songs by Black Sabbath, Kurt
Cobain, and Blondie, to name a
few.
Although the Hartford
International Jazz Festival is pro-
viding Trinity students easy
access to its performances, the
event is mainly designed to reju-
venate downtown Hartford.
Connecticut's capital, dubiously
named "New England's Rising
Star," is in desperate need of a
makeover. As Guerra says,
"Downtown Hartford has to be a
stages, where fans can enjoy
music while they eat. One of the
restaurants featured in the first
year of the festival was Pastis.
Before the advent of the festival,
Pastis had never included music
in their dining room. Following
its warm reception during the fes-
tival, Pastis has maintained music
ever since. These are small steps,
but bringing music and culture to
Hartford can only help foster a
more sophisticated environment.
And it is music, says Guerra,
which will ultimately revitalize
the city: "It takes more than just
more restaurants and shops."
The show at the Trinity
College Vernon Social Center is
scheduled for 7 p.m., Oct. 9. The
price of admission is $30 at the
door, with a $10 discount for
those with a Trinity ID.
continued from page 15
flames, then go out on a quest to
uncover the secret behind the
missing scientists and the appear-
ance of so many sophisticated
robots. They travel from New
York to Nepal to the South
Pacific, in order to find the man
rumored to have created the
mechanical army.
In addition to being fast-
paced and exciting, Sky Captain
is really a lot of fun; it is full of
inside jokes and allusions. Film
buffs will be delighted at the
movie references, which range
from King Kong to Star Wars.
Those who have watched a large
number of older action films or
serials will enjoy Sky Captain all
www.tapety.filmweb.com
Jude Law and Gwyneth Paltrow witness the robot invasion.
www.hundland.com
Law chased by drones in NYC.
the more. It is attempting to do
for our generation, what Steven
Spielberg and George Lucas did
in the Indiana Jones films: resur-
rect the serial adventure. While
this movie doesn't match Indiana
Jones for pure cinematic value, it
does to a degree capture the
essence of the series.
The largest problem with Sky
Captain is that its plot isn't terri-
bly complicated. Basically a chil-
dren's story, it has been adver-
tised and packaged for adults. The
robots, straight out of a 1940
Superman comic book, are not
terribly menacing; they almost
look friendly.
The main characters, although
fun and extremely likable, are
drawn somewhat thin, and the
conflicts they face are largely
external. But in a movie like Sky
Captain, or Star Wars or Raiders
of the Lost Ark for that matter,
character development takes a
backseat to spectacle.
Despite the simplified charac-
ters and the prominence of blue
screens, the acting is really quite
good. The person who appears
the most comfortable in her role
is Angelina Jolie, perhaps
because of all her blue screen
work playing Lara Croft in the
Tomb Raider series.
Conran, who also wrote Sky
Captain, directs his movie well,
but the real credit belongs to dig-
ital filmmaking. Conran is aided
immensely by the fact that he can
create camera angles that would-
n't be possible using a conven-
tional camera or normal sets.
One of the wonders of the
digital revolution in Hollywood is
that there is no shot that can't be
done, no image that can't be
shared. That is why Sky Captain
is so remarkable. It takes its audi-
ence to places that have never
been explored in film before.
Still, while the technology Sky
Captain used is precise, it can't
yet take the place of a constructed
set
In truth, it will be simultane-
ously exhilarating and terrifying
when the time does come when
digitally created environments
and characters become indistin-
guishable from their real life
counterparts.
l -v i -,, ...,
* ' • • I - •
$25 just for opening an account? Sweei!
Ibtcdly FREE Student Checking.
®;jerrace'Rdom B, Mather Hail v ::
::~2ji.: flear Worid-Reriowneci Human Rights-Activist
S:;;V'•• PedroMatia,"Director of Trinity s Global
i&;::>;. teaming Site in Sanliago, Chile, speak about
pj: •':-,- -,th&influential Chilean women's social move-
.,.• -0l': .fneri!,:*The Mothers of the Disappeared."
Y;4J;V?This talk is part of the Human Rights Program
C;VSiFairLScture Series. :
'different"classes throughout the week. MoRey on your mind? Open a Totally FREE Student Checking* account. You'll get lote of great features that make
managing your money easy and convenient, like free NetBanking and BiPay. A no-annual-fee Sovereign Visa* CheckCard.
And free transfers from your parents' account! We'll even give you a $25 Thank-You Bonuŝ  just for opening the account.
Plus, we'll enter you to win up to $20,000 in Sovereign Bank's Campus Cash Sweepstakes3"!*'? For details, stop by, call,
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Events
The King and I
7:30 p.m. Sept. 28, 29, 30, Oct. 3
2 p.m. Oct. 1, 2, 3
8 p.m. Oct. 1, 2
Guess How Much I Love you and I Love My
Little Storybook
10:30 a.m. Sept. 28
National Dance Theatre Company of Jamaica
8:30 p.m. Oct. 2
Flamenco vivo Carlota Santana
7 p.m. Oct. 3, 4
Extreme Politics
8 p.m. Oct. 6
Eroica Trio
8 p.m. Oct. 6
West Side Story
8 p.m. Oct. 8 and 8 p.m. Oct. 9
Classifieds
Work Around Glasses This
Semester!!! Flexible Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No experience required. Great •work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awarded; Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Gall for an interview today! 860-242-
0670
Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-
campus reps. Call for group dis-
counts. Information/Reservations 1-
800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Students, Faculty: Advertise in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified sec-










5:15 p.wv. Trivuty VESPEKS
6 p. wv. Hoby Eucharist
(Crypt Chapel)














"Howe/ faith iw aUv that fa <$ood/,
and/your Ufe/ wCW be/ enriched/
beyond/
Web-bCt&at: www.trVncx>U/.edAJi/chapelfor worihip
Khedule&> and/further Cv\Jbrmatu>n/ow Chapel eventv.
9:30 a.m. THURSDAY, SEPT. 30
WASHINGTON ROOM
SYMPOSIUM: BUSHNELL PARK AT 150 --
LEGACIES & LESSONS
A SYMPOSIUM MARKING THE SESQUICENTENNIAL OF BUSHNELL
PARK, KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY HARVARD PROFESSOR, LOUIS
MENAND, ON "THE PARADOXES OF PLURALISM."
3 p.m. F R I D A Y , OCT. 1
M C C O O K 1 0 2
THE PHENOMENON OF NUCLEAR RESONANCE AND
CLINICAL USES FOR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IMAGING
MICHAEL BREZEL OF WESTWOOD IMAGING MRI
WILL DISCUSS SOME OF THE BASIC PHYSICS INVOLVED IN IMAGE
PRODUCTION, IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS, AND CLLNICAl USES OF
MRI IN ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND MEDICINE.
Want
^ to help make people feel %
• ' good about their bodies? Help us * \
/ promote positive body image and edu- \
' cate the campus about eating disorders. ^x





2nd floor, Mather, next to Terrace C
Please call Erin Kinney '05, PHAB
Coordinator, at 617-840-2140
for more information.
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TCIC on the Street
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The stock market is suffering
from a split personality disorder.
As reported in the WSJ, the mar-
ket "is hitting lower lows and
lower highs" and has been in a
downward spiral since last
February. The bulls and the bears
have been in a nasty tug of war
fight; when investment strategists
advised investors to stay away
from cyclical stocks, investors
ignored them and kept buying
Walmart and Kohls. When
Semiconductors were thought to
be underperforming, they
rebounded with a vengeance,
with Intel and Applied Materials
raising earnings guidance.
Why is the market behaving
this way? For one, oil prices have
been extremely volatile and have
traded around $48/ barrel, making
it difficult for industries such as
the airliners to make money. A
great deal of oil price volatility
stems from uncertainty in Iraq,
the Yukos crisis in Russia, and
stability problems in Latin
America. To top it off, China's
economy has been expanding at
phenomenal rates in the past few
years and the global demand for
oil is at an all-time high.
Oil is not the only factor
though. Wall Street wants to see
Bush win the election; Bush's
favorable tax policy will provide
the necessary stimulus for a con-
tinued economic recovery and the
main driver of the stock market is
the economy. A Kerry win would
mean higher dividend tax rates
and a new fiscal policy that could
ultimately squeeze company prof-
it margins and subsequently
weaken the economy. In short, a
Kerry win will be detrimental to
the stock market and the econo-
my, at least in the short run.
Many other factors, such as
earnings guidance and lower
earnings estimates, have also
played a role in the market's ran-
dom fluctuations. Our next meet-
ing will be on Sunday at 7 p.m. in
the Michigan Room. We invite all
students to join for a discussion
on current market trends, current
events, and stocks that have the
potential to grow- or fall.
Stock Pick of the Week: KKD Word of the Week:
Many of you have proba-
bly heard of Krispy Kreme
and their delicious donuts.
What you probably have not
heard is that the company was
founded in 1937 (before
Dunkin Donuts). Each Krispy
Kreme franchise produces
4,000 to 10,000 competitively
priced donuts a day. The com-
pany went public in a high
profile Initial Public Offering
in 2000, and since then has
been able to share its success
with its shareholders.
The stock immediately
skyrocketed and had appreci-
ated by almost 500 percent
since 2000. Over the past year
KKD has returned. KKD has
franchises in the USA,
Australia, Mexico, and most
recently Canada and England.
At 16 times earnings, KKD
looks relatively attractive
based on the its three year
period. KKD is on the low
end of its 52 week high. It has
traded as high as $44 this year,
and as low as $11.48. Last
Friday, KKD closed at $12.20.
There has been heavy
short interest in the stock as
many investors have been
bearish on the stock in the
wake of an Secruities and
Exchange Commision investi-
gation and lower earnings
guidance. Shorting, or betting
that the stock will fall, has
investors profiting from
KKD's loss, giving the snort-
ers reason to cover their
shares. This buy back should
give KKD positive price
momentum going into the
next couple months.
The reason the company is
now at a low is due to several
factors. First, net income fell
by 39 percent in the past twen-
ty six weeks. In other words,
existing Krispy Kreme fran-
chises have been individually
less profitable. Analysts say
that the company should con-
cern itself with making exist-
ing stores more profitable and
slowing down on expansion.
KKD is embracing this strate-
gy, and is hoping to see posi-
tive results in the coming
months. Second, the low carb
craze has hit the country and
made KKD's customers more
health conscious. Third, there
is an ongoing SEC probe into
Krispy Kreme's accounting,
which is yet to be resolved.
TCIC believes that the
negatives associated with
KKD have already been fac-
tored into its price. At $12.20,
KKD is attractive, and has
moderate price appreciation
potential, in our opinion. We




A simple, or arithmatic, moving average 4s•calculated by
adding the closing price of the secruity for a certain number of
time periods and then dividing the total by the number of time
periods. In other words, its the average stock price over a period
of time. Keep in mind that equal weighting is given to each daily
price.
Technical analysts use the moving average to judge the








Looking solely at the graph of KKD, we would recommend selling the stock. It is unclear where the bottom is because
there are DO apparent resistance levels. The advice we give upon this stock is based upon fundamental analysis (low P/E
ratio and P/Sales ratio). Warren Buffet, a leading investment guru, looks at the intrinsic value of companies, and does not
rely on graphs. With the current low valuation of KKD, it might be reason enough to avoid looking at the graphical
information too heavily since the numbers do show promise. -I • -
WSJ Briefs
JP Morgan Chase agreed to buy a majority stake
in High bridge in a deal valuing the New York
Hedge Fund at over $1 billion.
US Airways asked a bankruptcy judge to author-
ize interim pay and benefit cuts for unionized
workers next month.
Durable-goods orders fell 0.5 percent in August,
hurt by a drop in aircraft orders. Sales of exist-
ing homes declined 2.7 percent last month.
Air Force Secretary Roche has come under
scrutiny over an email he sent while seeking to
win a contract for Boeing.
The government said it will release a limited
amount of crude oil from the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve in response to hurricanes that bombard-,
ed Florida and the Southeastern coast.
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Volleyball Team Spikes Eastern Conn. State, 3-0
CAT MAHER .
SPORTS WRITER
The volleyball team hosted Eastern
Connecticut State University in their fourth
match of the season Sept. 21. The Bantams
were able to prevent their third consecutive
loss by sweeping the Warriors 3-0.
Eastern, ranked 14th in New England,
picked up their first loss in five matches.
This was Trinity's home opener and the
first home match under first-year head
coach Jen Bowman.
Vanessa Forero '08 led the Bantams in
the first match with four kills to help her
team to a 30-20 win.
The Warriors made the second game
more competitive and the score stayed
close throughout the majority of the game.
The Bantams, however, increased their
energy and pulled away at the end to win
by the same score as the first game, 30-20.
Eastern appeared to have given up
when the third game began as Trinity
jumped out to an 8-1 lead. The Warriors
surprised everyone and caught the Bantams
off guard, when they battled back to get
within three points, making the score 15-
12.
"We were a little worried at first when
the game seemed to start to fall apart," said
co-captain Lucy Hollis '06. "But from pre-
vious games we knew that if we were loud
and vocal and continued to be consistent,
that we'd have no problem coming back."
Hollis was right ~ and T the determined
Bantams scored nine straight points and put
the game- out of reach at 24-12. The
Bantams won the game 30-22 to finish off
their 3-0 sweep.
www.trincoll.edu
Co-captain Lucy Hollis '06 returns the ball against Eastern Connecticut
"I had confidence throughout all three
games," senior co-captain Kate Hunter
said. "We were playing as a team and more
fluently."
"I think we played really well," Hollis
added. "We put a lot of different plays
together and we really just pulled it togeth-
er as a team. A lot of things came out of
that game that we haven't done in previous
games and it really showed how solidified
we can be as a team."
Hunter finished with a team-high 13
Mils, eight digs, and three blocks, while
freshman Emily Moore recorded eight digs
and three aces. Lindsey Eichler '08 added
seven kills and 13 digs.
The captains of the team praised the
play of the freshmen.
"The freshmen outnumber the returners
by a huge amount," Hollis stated. "They're
'. 4'' • ' :? - , - ; - •
doing a great job and without them we
wouldn't even have a team. They're awe-
some - they really stepped up and have
improved a lot - in each game they're get-
ting better and better."
Hunter agreed, saying, "They have
adapted to the college environment a lot
better than expected and did especially well
against Eastern."
The Bantams improve to 2-2 with the
win, remaining 0-2 in the NESCAC, while
the Warriors drop to 7-4.
The Bantams are not discouraged with
their record in the league thus far.
"We're looked at as the underdog," said
Hollis. "I have confidence though that we
can beat a good number of the teams we are
going to face in the league. There are
games that will be really tough - we have a
big disadvantage height-wise with a lot of
the teams, but we'll just have to wait until
we play them and see how it goes. We've
been practicing hard and I- really believe
that anything is achievable for us."
Their next NESCAG game is next
weekend at Wesleyan. "I think we have
improved a lot even from- our last
NESCAC weekend," said Hunter.
"We've worked out a lot of problems and
have showed that we can play a lot bet-
ter, like we did on Tuesday against
Eastern. We beat Wesleyan in a pre-sea-
son scrimmage so we know the potential
is there - we are really optimistic."
The Bantams play again today, Tues.
Sept. 28, when they face Western New
England College, a team they defeated
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Bantams Maul Bears
in Comeback Victory
continued from page 24
ward Erin Bridge '07. the Bantams again
gave the visitors the advantage, allowing
two goals within a four minute span.
Down 3-2 with 16 minutes left in regu-
lation time, the Bantams once again drew
even when Dwyer fed a teammate for the
tying score - this time it was the speedy
Kristen Geiger '06 who finished the play
and gave the Bantams a breath of life.
Given the number of scoring opportu-
nities that the Bantams created, it seemed
like only a matter of time before the offen-
sive juggernaut would get the home team
back into the lead.
Chuck Pratt
Co-Captain Nicole Mauger '05 directs Trinity's attack.
The second game of the week came
on Saturday against the visiting Colby
White Mules. The anticipated match-up
between the NESCAC adversaries held
special significance, as a loss to Colby
would seriously hinder a shot at winning
the NESCAC regular season title.
Colby, which came into the game 2-1-
1, was thoroughly overwhelmed by the
ball-hawking, aggressive style of the
Bantam transition offense.
Although their first goal came just six
minutes before halftime, the Bantams
successfully wore down their opponents
by time and again getting themselves into
scoring position.
Geiger was first to






ed the blowout by
scoring consecutive
unassisted goals,
the first of which








parade with a goal
in the 64th minute
off a pass from
defender Sara
Thiede '06.
Just three short minutes later, the pow-
erful offense led by Mauger found the net
again.
Freshman Rachel Talentino, a selection
for NESCAC co-player of the previous
week, scored the game-winning goal in the
77th minute of the match to secure the
comeback win for the Bantams, 3-2.
The defensive effort was insured by the
heady play of Shields, who finished the
game with eight saves.
In the end, what should have been an
easier win became a game that displayed
the true mettle of the Bantam women.
Thus, the Bantams' goal of winning all of
their non-league games remains within
reach.
High hopes abound among this group
of talented athletes, not the least of which
include gaining the respect garnered by a
national ranking.
Shields commented, "Against Colby
we wanted to make an impact — last year
we only won 2-1, we wanted to make an
impression and show the other teams that
we can play - we wanted to win big."
With a four-game win streak behind
them, including a solid 4-1 drubbing of
Colby, the squad approaches this week's
games with confidence knowing that no
opponent can take them lightly.
The Bantams will be tested with two
road games, facing Smith on Thursday
and Williams on Saturday.
continued from page 24
home games, with a 4-0 record at Robin L.
Sheppard Field. This includes victories
against Amherst, Westfield State, and the
formerly undefeated Clark.
The pivotal statistic of the year has cer-
tainly been the number of shots per game.
Trinity has dominated the category, rou-
tinely outshooting opponents by 10 or more
shots. Their only loss of the year, a 2-0
defeat at the hands of Wesleyan, was the
only game they had trouble with shooting,
with Wesleyan doubling them up nine to
18. As the season continues, this will be an
area to watch.
The leading scorer of the year has been
forward Jessica Baker '05, who has
notched seven goals, two of them game
winners, and an assist. Another senior,
Patricia Glennon, has helped set up the
offense by tallying three assists, and a cou-
ple of goals. Heller's latest assist leaves her
with four on the year. The other big mem-
bers of the offense come from a younger
group, with sophomore Erin Daly's six
points and Kathleen Cordon's '08 three.
Defensively, the team has kept oppo-
nents in check all year, and when their
opponents have threatened, the team has
shut them down.
Along with Heller, junior co-captain
Margot Kearney has been the leader.
Goalkeeper Courtney Bergh '06 is a first
time starter but hasn't shown it, putting up
32 saves.
The team looks to continue its winning
ways against Springfield on Wednesday.
That match will lead into a four game road
trip, including NESCAC matches against
Williams and Connecticut College. Those
games in particular will be very important
for the standings, as they could help
improve Trinity's 1-1 record in the
NESCAC.
Men's Soccer Winless
Bantams Tie Western Connecticut, Lose to Colby, 3-1
Chuck Pratt
Jonathan Hayes '08 battles for control of the bail against Colby.
DAVE BUCCO
SPORTS WRITER
The Trinity College men's soccer team
is still looking for their first win of the year.
After six games this season, the men's team
stands at 0-4-2. In the past week, Trinity
has tied Western Connecticut 0-0 and lost
to Colby 3-1.
Against the Western Connecticut State
University Colonials, sophomore goalie
Eric Wunsch played an outstanding game,
saving all eight of the Colonials' shots.
Wunsch was not scored upon during
the 110 minute game and at that point had
only allowed one goal over his first 310
minutes of the season.
The Bantams had plenty of scoring
opportunities throughout the game, but just
could not capitalize on them.
"Western Connecticut was probably the
best game we've played so far," said senior
captain Rob Bialobrzeski. "We had a
bunch of chances, but we just couldn't put
one in. Wunsch played great, he organized
the lefense real well and made some clutch
saves."
-Even though the Bants lost 3-1 to
Colby on Saturday, Trinity showed signs of
improvement.
The Bantams offense this season has
stalled in terms of scoring goals.
Bialobrzeski tied the score at one with his
first goal of the year with sophomore Drew
Arehnsdorf adding the assist.
: see BANTAMS on page 23
Field Hockey Thriving 0
Microsoft* Office OneNote® 2003 helps you
keep it all together. Class note. Lecture recordings.
Web research you pulled at 2 a.m. With OneNote
2003 you never have to stress about where they're at
It's a note-taking program that gives you one place
to take, organize, and find what you need—easily.
MicrosofrOffice
Oa neNote2003
/ Try it/free for/ fiOdays. '_
Go to www.tnnitytripod.com/onenote
6 2004 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft the Office logo, and OneNote are either
registered trademark or trademarks of Microsoft Corporator! in One United States and/or other countries.
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Run Game Paces 49-0 Smackdown
continued from page 24
they could not get out of.
Head coach Chuck Priore started to
substitute his reserves at this point, but
that didn't mean that the Bantam scoring
machine would stop.
The Bantam offensive line dominated
Bates' front five, pushing them around
and opening gigantic holes for the Trinity
backs.
With 4:22 to go before the second
half, Leo took the handoff from Pitcher
on the left, found the sideline, and sprint-
ed down the field for a 58-yard touch-
down, making the score 27-0 after a
missed extra point. Leo would also add a
69-yard touchdown through the middle in
the third quarter.
Sophomore Carlos Baz delivered the
final blow for the Bantams with a 53-
yard touchdown sprint up the left side-
line, to make the score 49-0.
"We knew Bates' offense really didn't
have it in them [to beat us], but we didn't
know we were going to keep scoring like
that; 49 points is a lot," Finkeldey said.
After losing seven starters on the
defensive side of the ball, the Bantam
defense held Bates in check, allowing
them into Trinity territory only twice in
the second half, with both drives ending
on fourth down.
Bates was able'to get to Trinity's 21-
yard line late in the fourth quarter but
reserve quarterback Brandon Colon's
pass fell incomplete on fourth and 10.
Bates had no room to breathe, as
Trinity's front three put constant pressure
on Bates' quarterbacks, forcing them out
of the pocket and into difficult throws.
Gennaro Leo '07 breaks away for a 58-yard touchdown scamper.
The Bobcats stuck to the ground
attack, but their running backs quickly
found that there was nowhere to run, as
they were relentlessly engulfed in a sea of
navy Bantam jerseys.
"Today was a combination of us hav-
ing a solid game plan and Bates not being
very good. This was a good start, but
we're not going to be able to tell for a cou-
ple of weeks how good we really are," said
defensive end Mike Dendas '05.
Trinity's true test will be next week
when they head to Williamstown, Mass, to
play the consistently tough Williams Ephs.
The Ephs are 1-0 after defeating Colby
21-10 in then" first game of the season. Last
year the Bantams defeated Williams 10-0.
"Williams is always a big game. Every
year Williams and Amherst are the toughest
teams we play," Schiffman said.
"We ran the ball for over 400 yards
today, so hopefully we can keep the ball on






continued from page 22
"Colby just outplayed us," added
Bialobrzeski. "We're just not doing what it
takes to win. We are a young team and
we're still learning how to win on the col-
legiate level. We haven't played a full 90
minutes of soccer, like we know we are
capable of."
This Saturday the Bantams travel to
Williams to play the archrival Ephs.
"Williams is always a strong team,"
said Bialobrzeski. "We know if we play
well enough we can beat them. We've
played with other teams who have beaten
Williams, so we are looking forward to
being the underdog and knock them off."
If Trinity is serious about turning
around their season, they have to start with
beating Williams College.
The Bantam's offense needs to get on a
roll and put away the scoring opportunities
that they have been missing.
Trinity's defense has played well so far
this season, but they too need to rise to the
occasion to pick up their first win of the
year.
The Bantams will be on the road for the
next four games before they return home to
play Bates. This important road trip will
decide Trinity's season and overall per-
formance.
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Additional Toppings; $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Saeon ,. : Anchovies Broccoli Eggplant
Garlic Hamburger Cherry peppers Olivees
Mushrooms Onions Pepperoni Peppers
Ricotta .-"';- Sausage Spinach Tomatoes
SHEET PAH PIZZA $16.99
Additional toppings $2.00 each ft HOURS NOTICE PLEASBIJ
GRINDERS s-M«f
COOKED SALAMI . . . . . . . . $4.75 . . . . $9.50 :
PASTRAMI 4.75. . . . .9.50
GENOA... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.75 . . . . . 9.50
HAM . . . . . . . : ; - . . . : 4.75. 9.50
TURKEY.. . . . . 4.75 9.50
P E P P E R O N I . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 4 .75. . . . . 9.50
ROASTBEEF; . . . : . 4 .75 . . . . . . 9.50
TUNA 4 . 7 5 . . . . .9.50
COM8O {2 kinds of a b o v e ) . . . . . . . . 4 . 7 5 . . . . . . 9.50
EGGPLANT PARM1GIANA 4.75.. 9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET , . . , . . . . . . . . 4.75. . 9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGiANA. 4.75 . . . . . 9.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.75 9.50
VEAL CUTLET • 4 . 7 5 . . . . . . 9.50
STEAK/CHESSe' " " . . , ' " . 4.75 9.50
MEATBALLS, . , ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '. 4-?5 9-50
SAUSAGE '.' . - • • • • . . . - • ^ ^ . . - . . , 9.50
fish ".'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.".":'.' /.'.'.'.' 4.75 . . . . . 9.50





Chicken breasi, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD. , $5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, iettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO S5.99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD. . . $5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD .$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD $5.75
With Chicken Breast. .».S7.75
TOSSED SALAD. Large $4.99. .Small S2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian . .
Extra Dressing '. 40
DESSERT
Cheesecake $ 2 . 2 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . C a r r o t C a k e $2.99




FREE DELIVERY •?&;.&*:%* £* Ik '&# Pate
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo.-Thr. -Ham.-2am
Fit •:-Sat. - 11am - 3am
Sunday - 12noon • 2am.
Fried Chicken & Seafood
Fried Shrimp .. 7.95
Fish & Chips . ...7.95
4 Pieces Fried Chicken . 7.95
Served with coleslaw & French Fries
I COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese ID Wings
(Fingers) :
2 Liter Soda $ 1 5 . 9 9
Buy a Large Cheese
with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for
$6.99
2 LITER SODA 1







or 2 Cans of Soda
FREE
Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG















d, Hot,BBQ). ; : : : . . . . . .(10). . . . . 5.99 '
MOZZARELLA STICKS. ; . . . . : ; ( 8 ) . . . . .5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS • • - • • • • • • - - • • • 5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE. . . (16"). . .. .3.25
F R I E S . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -• 2.25
FRIES/CHEESE. . ; . . . . . . . . 2.99
ONION RINGS . : . ' . . . : , : . . . . . 2.25
CINNAMON ST1CS. . . . . . . . . ' . ; . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' 3.99
8HEADSTICKS.. . . . . 2.99
C H I P S . • • • • :.. :.. . . . . 5 0 ".
"- CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL. . . . .MED$11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO, . . - V MED $12.99 LARGE S15.99
Fresh mozzarelia, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted tn Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzareiia, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE. . . . . . . . . MED SI0.99 . LARGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzarelia, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . . MED. $10.99. . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarelia, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN MED$11.99 . . .LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.
Coupon can'; x combined wrth any other offer.-Must mention coupons when orderino
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Orangina,: Apple Juice a Orange Juice
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE $6.50
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . . 7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIG1 ANA WITH PASTA 9.95
VEAL PARMIGiANA WITH PASTA 7.99




Includes salad and roll -
€S:.:.;.;.V.,,.,:.,,v
Made from fresh dough and Mad with rciozzatefla chesse aridatouchoi ricoaa.
•;•••"••• E a c h a d d i t i o n a l i t e m . 7 5 •
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The Trinity Tripod - September 28, 2004
BANTAMS BASH BOBCATS
All Systems Go: Offense Erupts For a 49-0 Blowout Against Bates, as NESCAC Champions Begin Season
BEN LEONG
SPORTS EDITOR
Trinity cruised through their season
opener against the Bates Bobcats with a
dominant 49-0 win this past Saturday. This
was the 15th consecutive win for the No. 4
ranked team in New England and two-time
defending NESCAC champions.
The Bantams amassed 427 yards on the
ground and 565 total yards, while their
defense held Bobcat running backs to only
121 yards and 203 total yards. Bates mus-
tered just 2.5 yards per carry, while Trinity
averaged 8.5 yards per carry.
Drew Finkeldey '05 rushed for a team
high 142 yards and three touchdowns,
while sophomore transfer Gennaro Leo
rushed for 139 yards and two touchdowns.
"I just got these new cleats from my girl-
friend," Finkeldey jokedr "I think that's
what did it for us."
Josh Pitcher '06 liad a solid day at quar-
terback, completing 9-of-ll passes for 83
yards.
Linebacker Avon Morgan '06 led the
new-look Trinity defense with nine tackles
and a forced fumble. Juniors Ryan Albrecht
and Michael Blair had five tackles and one
sack apiece.
Freshman Ron DiGravio led the Bates
offense with 51 yards on 13 carries, while
Anthony Arger completed just 6-of-12
passes for 40 yards.
"This was a good win for us," senior
3 J.
• ! * : *
* '
, - • *
-it
RB Drew Hnkeldey '05 paced the Bantam
tri-captain Matt Schiffman said. "It's
always good to get the season rolling with
a win like this."
Trinity deferred the coin toss, opting to
kick off to Bates to start the game. Bates'
offense could not put anything together on
their first drive, gaining only one yard,
forcing them to punt.
Chuck Pratt
attack, scoring three touchdowns.
A short punt gave Trinity great field
position at Bates' 43 yard-line. After start-
ing the drive with an 11-yard run,
Finkeldey again took the ball off the right
tackle, cut to his left and bounced to the
outside, sprinting 32 yards to the end zone.
"I've never seen holes that big in my
entire career, ever. Those guys were really
doing a great job blocking up there,"
Finkeldey said.
The scoring drive took two plays, cov-
ered 43 yards, and lasted only one minute
and nine seconds.
The Trinity sideline celebrated their
first quick strike, while Bates could only
put their heads down and try to regroup. A
feeling swept through the stadium that if
the Bantams could score this quickly and
this easily, then the Bobcats were in for a
long afternoon.
That proved to be true as the next
Bobcat drive stalled after three straight
rushing plays that accumulated only seven
yards and Trinity came right back with
another Finkeldey rushing touchdown, this
time for 37 yards.
Bates and Trinity traded punts for the
next five minutes, until the Bantams got
the ball back on their own 44-yard line
with 3:55 left in the first quarter. After
gaining only eight yards on three plays, the
Bantams sent their punt team onto the field
on fourth and two.
Instead of punting, sophomore Michael
Soules took the direct snap and sprinted
down the middle of the field, taking it into
the end zone for 48 yards on a trick play.
Soules' run was the punch that knocked
the wind out of the Bates team, and the
Bobcats found themselves in a hole that
see RUN GAME on page 23
Field Hockey Team On A
Roll: Defeats Colby in OT
A. PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER
After a disappointing season
last year, the field hockey team is
looking to do great things in
2004. Just five games into the
season, the Bantams have nearly
matched last year's win total,
with a fantastic record of 4-1.
Saturday, the team encoun-
tered its closest game of the year,
a nail-biting overtime victory
over Colby. Playing on their
home turf, the Bantams fought
hard the entire game, but found
the scored tied 0-0 at the end of
regulation. Despite outshooting
Colby 18-5, Trinity found its
attempts to score quashed by
Colby goalie Jamie Enos. Their
sustained attack finally reaped
rewards when senior co-captain
Ayres Heller fed the ball to
Marisa Shutte '08 for the game-
winner. Shutte's first goal of her
Trinity career certainly proved to
Women's Soccer
Kicks Mules, 4-
Bantam Win Streak Intact After Weekend
WILL YANG
Chuck Pratt
Jessica Baker '05 handles the bail against Colby.
be both memorable and valuable.
The success enjoyed by the
team against Colby was a culmi-
nation of what has so far been a
great season. Trinity has scored
15 goals in only five games, while
allowing their opponents only
nine. They have put on quite a
show for the home crowd, taking
advantage of a number of early
:
see FIELD HOCKEY on page 22
SPORTS EDITOR
The women's soccer team
rounded out a strong week of play
with a win over NESCAC rival
Colby College. The 4-1 victory
marked their fourth in a row, and
brings their record to 4-1 after a
mid-week defeat over Coast
Guard in a close match.
Sept. 21 brought the Coast
Guard Academy Bears to Campus
Field to play the talented, albeit
young, Bantam squad.
The Bears got off to a quick
start versus the usually energetic
Bantam women, and scored the
game's first goal just under six
minutes into the match when
Ginny Gustafson scored unassist-
ed on an impressive shot into the
top corner of the net.
For the next 30 minutes, the
Bantams played with the one
score deficit until senior co-cap-
tain Nicole Mauger took a well-
placed pass by forward Alexandra
Dwyer '08 all the way into the
Coast Guard net. The successful
shot tied the game at one apiece
going into halftime.
The slow start for the
Bantams seemed to have animat-
ed the legs of the Bears players,
who found themselves in a posi-
tion to steal a game away from
their heavily favored opponents.
Co-captain Brenna Shields
'05 put it simply, "We needed to
be more into the game, which was
hard when most of us were just
coming off a day of classes."
Despite .drawing the score
even in the first half, and even
taking the lead two minutes into
the second half on a goal by for-





Men's soccer fights early
season struggles on page 22
Find out who's playing
where this week on page 21
Football manhandles
Bates and continues
on page 23
